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PREFACE
THIS book describes in an elementary manner
some of the processes which the principal parts
of a locomotive undergo during construction,

and may be considered as a companion volume
to the primer on The Steam Railway Locomotive

in this series.

The subjects of foundry practice and general
machine shop processes being dealt with in other

primers, they are here considered briefly and only
in their special relationship to locomotive con-

struction. Naturally, no attempt can be made to

deal exhaustively with machinery and processes
in so small a book, and those readers who wish

for a more detailed treatment of the subject may
be referred to The Construction of the Modern

Locomotive, by George Hughes, M.Inst.C.E.,

M.I.Mech.E., which, though not of very recent

date, remains the only standard work on British

locomotive workshop practice, and contains a

mass of valuable information.

At the request of the publishers a chapter has

been added on the maintenance of the locomotive

in service, which gives, also in an elementary
form, a short account of the wear and tear of some
of the more important parts, and some idea of the

repairs required.

468S2.8



VI PREFACE

The thanks of the author are due to Mr. G. J.

Churchward, M.Inst.C.E., Chief Mechanical

Engineer of the Great Western Railway, and to

the various manufacturers of special machine
tools for the photographic illustrations. For a

few other illustrations, including the method of

erecting the locomotive cylinders and frames,
the author is indebted to the kindness of The
Locomotive Publishing Co., Ltd.

E. L. AHRONS.
NOTTINGHAM,

December, 1920.
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STEAM LOCOMOTIVE
CONSTRUCTION

AND MAINTENANCE
CHAPTER I

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING METHODS
OF CONSTRUCTION

A LARGE volume would be required to deal fully

with the manufacture of the many different

parts of a locomotive and to describe the various

processes in the foundries, smithy and forge,
boiler-shop, machine shop, and erecting shops.
Moreover the methods of construction of the

various parts differ considerably in a small works,
where perhaps only one or two engines are built

at a time, from those in a large works, where
from a dozen to fifty engines of the same class

may be built to a single order. In the first case

the methods and machines of an ordinary well

equipped engineering shop would be used to a

large extent, but in the second case there are

employed special templates,
"

jigs," fixtures,

and above all, special machinery adapted for

certain definite operations. The cost of such

special machinery and appliances requires a large



FIG. 1. DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE MANUFACTURE

OF LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE AND TENDER.
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4 STEAM LOCOMOTIVE CONSTRUCTION

capital outlay, which could not profitably be

expended by a small works. It pays to make
the necessary special time and labour-saving
tools and appliances only when several similar

engines are built together, or, as in many railway

works, when much of the
"
motion work "

and other parts of one class of engine are

interchangeable with those of another class.

Naturally when the conditions are such that a

large number of similar engines can be constructed

together with the help of special tools and "
jigs,"

the cost per locomotive is very considerably
reduced. An isolated engine of a new design is

necessarily expensive, but it generally pays a

railway company to build such an engine, so

that it can be tested thoroughly, and the necessary
modifications and alterations made before placing
a large order.

Progress of Work through the Workshops. A
general idea of the order in which' work passes

through the various shops may be gained from

Fig. 1, beginning with the raw materials. The
latter term may and generally does include a

considerable quantity of semi-finished material.

Steel castings, axles, and tyres may be mentioned

specially in this connection. One or two loco-

motive works, both of the railway companies
and private firms, make their own steel castings,

but generally these are purchased from outside

manufacturers. The same applies to rough forged
axles. Tyres are, in most cases, rolled at the
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mills of the steel makers who make a speciality

of such work.

The diagram Fig. 1 explains itself, but there are

considerable variations in the practice at different

works. For instance, boiler mounting work is

frequently done in an annexe of the boiler shop
itself. Of general machine shops there are

frequently two or even three, one or two being
devoted to the large machines employed upon the

heavier parts, and another to the smaller machines

for small pieces and repetition work. The diagram
does not show the route taken by every part
which goes to form the locomotive. To do this

would be impossible. For instance, the firebox

of a locomotive boiler is stayed with a large
number of screwed steel and copper stays. In

the latest practice these are screwed in machines

which are placed in a convenient bay in the

boiler shop itself, but it is more often the case that

they are made in one of the machine shops, from

which they go to the boiler shop. There are

frequently many such cross paths for various

details, and to show these would make the

diagram unnecessarily complicated. Certain

materials coming from the manufacturers have

also been omitted, such as the asbestos mattresses

or magnesia blocks used for boiler covering, or

lagging as it is termed. These are taken from
the stores direct to the erecting shop, where the

boiler is lagged during the later stages of the

erection of the engines.
One department, not shown on the diagram,
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must be mentioned briefly. This is the template

shop, in which thin sheets of metal are cut out

to the finished shapes of the different parts of the

boiler and engine details in accordance with the

drawings. These templates are sent to the

forge, boiler and machine shops, where they are

laid upon the corresponding parts being manu-

factured, instead of marking off the latter to

measurements by rule. Much time is saved by
the use of the templates.

Stores and Costing Accounts All raw materials,

or semi-manufactured parts such as steel castings,
are received from the makers into the general
stores. The works manager issues the necessary
orders to the stores for such materials or articles,

which are sent to the various shops in which they
are required. The cost of these is debited to

the particular order, say for ten locomotives, for

which they are to be used, each order receiving
an order number, against which everything is

charged that is required for that particular lot

of engines, until they are completed. The cost

of labour is determined by means of daily time

sheets, on which the number of hours taken by
each workman is entered against the order on

which he has been engaged. Finally an overall

charge is added for general expenses which include

rent, rates, taxes, management, unskilled labour,

drawing office expenses, power, lighting and

depreciation of plant. This charge usually takes

the form of a fixed percentage either of the
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total cost of materials and skilled labour com-

bined, or of the cost of skilled labour alone,

generally the latter. The combined total gives
the cost of the engines built to the particular
order under consideration, which divided by the

number of locomotives, gives the cost per engine.
Before the war the cost of an average main-

line engine and tender, when say ten were con-

structed together, would vary roughly from about

2,500 to 3,700 at the works, according to the

size of the engine, and the fluctuating prices of

materials. Post-war conditions have caused

these costs to be from 3^ to 4 times the above
amounts.

2 (5350A)



CHAPTER II

BOILER SHOP

Boiler Plates and Making the Boiler Barrel.

The steel plates are delivered into the boiler shop
after they have been sheared to sizes about

\ in. larger all round than the finished sizes to

which they are put together in the boiler. They
must be of the very finest quality, since they have
to undergo processes, such as flanging, punching,
etc., which would inevitably crack or otherwise

injure inferior material.

After their arrival, the plates are first straight-

ened to remove any slight waviness, by passing
them through a machine, sometimes known as a
"
mangle," which has a number of hard steel

rollers, usually four above and three below. By
passing the plate through between the upper and
lower rollers two or three times the irregularities

are removed.

The length of the barrel of the boiler may vary
from about 10 ft. to 16J ft. in British engines.
In boiler barrels up to about 12 ft. long, two plates
are generally used instead of three plates as in

former practice. For longer barrels three plates
are usual, though two are sometimes used.

Engines have recently been built for the Great

Northern Railway, in which the barrel 11 ft. 5^ ins.

long is made of a single plate. Such plates have
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the advantage of dispensing with a transverse

riveted seam, and are consequently stronger,
but large plates above certain commercial sizes

are more expensive per ton weight.
The plates have to be joined together by riveted

joints. Each plate is bent round to a true circle,

and its edges which come together are covered

with narrow plates both outside and inside the

boiler. These narrow plates A A (Fig. 2) are

cai ed butt strips, and when fixed properly in

place are riveted to the main plate to form a

joint running longitudinally along the boiler.

This forms one ring of the boiler barrel. The
second ring is made similarly, and the two rings
have then to be united by rivets to form the

complete barrel. The latter joint is termed the

transverse joint, and may be made from two

rings of the same diameter, in which case a narrow
weldless ring B must be riveted all round the

circumference over this joint. More frequently,

however, the front ring is made of smaller diameter

than the back ring, just sufficient to allow it to

enter telescopically inside the back ring for a

short distance, the two then being riveted directly
to each other.

The boiler illustrated in Fig. 2 differs from the

one mentioned above in that it has three rings
of the same diameter, which are united by single-

riveted circular butt strips B, i.e., there is only
one row of rivets on each side of the transverse

joints. The longitudinal joints A where the

ends of each ring are joined together have
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double-riveted butt straps, i.e., there are two
rows of rivets on each side of the joint.

Before the barrel rings are made and jointed,

the straightened plates are marked off for the

rivet 'holes. In British practice the holes are

usually drilled, but in some works, and invariably
in American practice, they are punched. Punch-

ing boiler plates is injurious to the metal

immediately surrounding the holes, and therefore

such holes are punched smaller than the finished

sizes and afterwards enlarged by passing through
them a tool in the form of a round drill with

cutting edges, known as a
"
reamer." This

operation removes the damaged metal.

The exact position of each rivet-hole has to be

marked off on each plate when punching is

adopted, but when the holes are drilled five or

six plates are taken at a time and only the top

plate is marked off. The plates are then secured

under a radial drilling machine (Fig. 3) and each

hole marked on the top plate is drilled through
all the plates by a single operation. The top

plate is again used as a template or guide for

drilling the holes in the next batch of plates.

The plates have also to be marked off at the

edges all round so that they can be finished to

the exact sizes. They may be done from the

drawings in case only one or two boilers are being

made, but when a large number are in hand
the marking-off is usually done by template.
The template is a sheet of metal cut out like a

dressmaker's pattern to the exact size of the
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plate, and in most cases it has also the rivet and
other holes drilled through it to show their

positions. Finally the edges of the plates are

machined to size in a special plate-edge planing

machine, in which a cutting tool moves along
the edge for the full length or width of the plate.

The next opera-
tion is to bend the

barrel plates into

circular rings. This

is done in another

form of "mangle," or

plate-bending rolls.

In this machine

there are two
bottom rolls (Fig. 4)

which rotate in fixed

bearings, and one

top roll, the bearings of which can be moved up
and down vertically. By gradually bringing the

top roll down each time the plate is passed back-

wards and forwards through the rolls, a pressure
is brought to bear on the plate, and by passing
it through a sufficient number of times it is

gradually bent to a true circle, except at the ends

where the curvature is completed by pressing or

hammering it into a block. This last operation
is of great importance, and has to be done because

it is impossible to finish the edges of the plates
to a true circle in the rolls, and unless a true

circular form be obtained, the boiler will strain at

the joint, and give endless trouble in service.

FIG. 4. DIAGRAM OF PLATE-
BENDING ROLLS, IN

CROSS SECTION.
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In many works the bulk of the rivet-holes are

not drilled until the plates have been bent and

put together, only a few holes being made through
which bolts are passed to hold the plates together
in place. The boiler is afterwards raised on end

and secured on the revolving table of a boiler

shell drilling machine (Fig. 5), and all the rivet-

holes drilled through the plates in position.

This produces holes which come accurately

opposite each other.

Boiler Tube and Back Plates, Firebox Casing.

The smokebox tubeplate shown at C on the left-

hand side of Fig. 2, is a flat plate circular in

shape except at the bottom, where there is a

projection D to fasten it to the cylinders. Its

edge is flanged out at right angles all round except

along the base of the projection mentioned. The

operation of flanging requires considerable skill

and great care. It consists in heating the plate
in a large furnace to a good red heat, and then

sqeezing it between shaped cast iron blocks in a

hydraulic press of the type shown in Fig. 6 capable
of developing a total pressure of 300 to 400 tons.

The table of the press slides up and down on four

columns, being actuated by the plungers of the

hydraulic rams seen underneath. Heavy cast

iron blocks or dies in halves are machined to the

shape of the finished plate and jointed together,
the corners inside the flanges being rounded

to the proper radii. The lower blocks are bolted

to the bottom table of the press, and the upper



I

FIG. 6. HYDRAULIC FLANGING PRESS.

By Messrs Fielding & Platt, Ltd. (Gloucester).
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blocks to the cross-head at the top. The curves

and shape of the blocks are so made that when

they are pressed together, there is just sufficient

space between them for the thickness of the

plate. There are two sets of rams, the larger
or main rams, and the smaller or vice rams.

When the blocks or dies are fixed and the plate
to be flanged has been placed in the proper

position (in which it is held by steady pins which
enter holes in the plate), the vice rams move the

table up, and grip the plate firmly between the

bottom and top blocks. Then the pressure is

put on to the main rams, which squeeze the plate
into the required shape between the dies. The
whole operation is done at one heat. The firebox

back plate is flanged in a similar manner, the

dies in this instance being shaped so that the

firehole is also pressed to the necessary form.

The "
throat plate

" EE (Fig. 2), which connects

the firebox shell to the barrel of the boiler, is of

a complicated shape, and has to be flanged in two

opposite directions, since the upper portion has

to have its semicircular flange turned forward to

join the boiler barrel, and the bottom part is

flanged backwards to connect to the firebox shell

wrapper plate. This plate requires extreme

care when flanging to prevent damage to the

material.

The sides and top F of the firebox shell are

frequently made in one piece called the wrapper

plate, which requires no flanging. The top

portion is usually circular, and forms a
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continuation of the boiler barrel. This circular

portion is produced by means of the plate bending
rolls.

Assembling the Boiler. The boiler barrel is

attached to the smokebox tube-plate by means of

a continuous weldless angle iron ring G (Fig. 2).

This is faced and bored in a large lathe or on a boring
mill to fit over the end of the circular barrel plate,
on to which it is shrunk by being heated slightly
so that it expands. When put into place it

contracts and grips the barrel plate, to which it

is riveted all round the circumference.

The foundation ring H at the bottom of the

firebox (Fig. 2) is a steel casting or forging of

rectangular shape, the sides of which must be

perfectly
"
square," as it has to fit accurately

between the inner copper firebox and the firebox

outer shell or casing. It is machined and ground
to accurate dimensions, the rivet-holes marked
off and drilled, and then it is fitted to the firebox

sheU.

The whole of the plates and parts are then put

together, and temporarily held in place by bolts

through some of the rivet-holes. The structure

has to be levelled carefully, so that the different

plates are
"
square

" and in line with one another.

Careful measurements are made to see that the

parts come together in accordance with the

drawings or templates, and straightedges are

used to test the alignment and "
squareness."

When this is correct the riveting is done, except
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the foundation ring, which cannot be riveted

until the inner copper firebox is put into place.

Riveting in former years was done entirely by
hand, three men and a boy being employed.
The boy attended to the heating of the rivets

in a suitable portable furnace. One man placed
the white hot rivet in the hole, and then held up
the head tightly against the plate with a heavy
"
dolly

"
tool, which acted as an anvil to take the

force of the blows. The other two men on the

opposite side then hammered down the protruding
shank of the rivet, until a head was formed.

In present day practice hydraulic riveting machines

are used invariably. These are shaped after

the manner of the pincer claws of a lobster,

which grip the rivet from both sides of the plates
and squeeze it up in the hole. Before any riveting
is done it must be seen that the holes come fair

and true with each other, and if the marking off

has been done properly to template this is usually
the case. Any holes which may not come quite
true are drilled or reamered out to a slightly

larger size, and larger rivets are used in them.

Holes which have been originally drilled instead

of punched are more accurate in respect to true

alignment.
An important point in putting the boiler

together is to see that the expansion brackets or

angle irons K (Fig. 2), which support the boiler

on the frames at the firebox end, are perfectly

level, otherwise the boiler may bind on the frame,

and not expand properly when hot.
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Dome and Safety Valve Seating. The dome L
(Fig. 2), is formed of a small plate bent into a

ring, the joint being either riveted or welded.

It is flanged at the bottom in a press by means
of blocks made to suitable shape. The flanged

portion fits on to the circular barrel plate of the

boiler, in which a circular hole has been made,
and is riveted to it. The dome cover is a dished

plate which is pressed into shape between blocks

in a press, or sometimes under a steam hammer.
The cover is secured to the dome, which has a

faced flange or angle iron ring for the purpose,
studs with nuts being used so that the cover can

be removed when required. The safety valve

seating and cover M are made in a similar

manner.

After the boiler has been riveted up, the seams
or joints are caulked. This is a process for making
the joints thoroughly steamtight and preventing

leakage, and consists in burring up the edges of

the plates with a tool in the form of a chisel with

a broad blunt edge. Care must be taken not to

use a thin or sharp edge on the chisel or the plates
will be injured and their edges forced apart.

Caulking which was formerly done by hand, is

now done by pneumatic hammers.

Inside Firebox: and Stays. The inside firebox N
(Fig. 2) is of copper plates. These are planed at

the edges, and the rivet and stay holes are marked
off and drilled in the same manner as in the

steel plates of the boiler and firebox shell. The
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flanging, however, is done usually by hand, the

plates being heated and hammered down over

shaped blocks with wooden mallets. The firehole,

the circumference of which has to be flanged
outwards to join the doorplate of the firebox

shell, is however dished in a hydraulic press.

(In Fig. 2 the older form of firehole ring is used

instead of the flanged construction.) The flanges
are then cut level by placing the plates on the

table of a large horizontal band saw, and setting
them level for the saw to cut off the ragged edges
and leave the flanges of the correct width.

The holes for the tubes in the copper firebox

tubeplate, and also in the steel smokebox tube-

plate, are marked off either by drawing them out

in detail on the plates when an isolated engine
is being made, or by marking their positions
from a template when several engines are being
built.

The firebox plates are fitted to the foundation

ring, and are put together in a similar manner
to those of the firebox shell. Rivets of very
soft iron or steel are generally used for copper
fireboxes, though copper rivets have been used

in this country and are still used on some French

railways. The riveting is done with a hydraulic
riveter having a very long gap or jaws, but the

pressure used on copper plates is considerably
less than that used on the steel plates of the

boiler. If the roof stays are of the girder or

bar pattern (as at 0, Fig. 2), they have to be

marked off and fitted to the firebox before the
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latter is put into and secured to the steel firebox

shell.

To put the copper firebox into place the boiler

is lifted by a crane and turned upside down,
so that it rests on its back supported on blocks

with the bottom of the firebox casing upwards.
The copper firebox is then lifted by the crane

and gently lowered into the firebox casing. To

accomplish this, the foundation ring, which has

been placed temporarily in position, will have to

be removed. The firebox has to be set by measure-

ment and to the marked centre lines, so that it

will occupy an exactly central position. When
everything is correct, the firebox and the shell

are riveted together through the replaced founda-

tion ring with long rivets, and also at the firehole

ring. The roof stay holes in both the firebox and

the top of the shell, when direct roof stay bolts are

used, are reamered out with long reamers, and the

holes are tapped in position for the stay screw

threads. The reamering and tapping of screw

threads through the plates are done by means of

pneumatic drilling machines. These are driven

at high speed by compressed air, and are arranged
to take drills, reamers, taps, etc., as required.

It may here be mentioned that every modern
boiler shop is equipped with a complete air-

compressing plant, from which pipes are taken

to every part of the shop. To a large number
of points on these pipes, flexible tubes can be

attached to serve pneumatic chipping and caulking

hammers, portable drilling machines, etc., so
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that these tools can be used on any portion of a

boiler, in whichever part of the shop it may be

standing.
The holes for the short side stays are similarly

reamered out and tapped.
The copper side stays are turned and screwed

in automatic lathes. The threads have to be

made very accurately, since it is essential that they
should fit tightly into the

"
tapped

"
or screwed

holes in the copper plates of the firebox and into

the steel plates of the firebox shell. After having
been screwed into position, either by hand or by
a pneumatic machine, the ends of the stays are

cut off to a definite length, which leaves a short

length projecting on each side of the plates to be

riveted over.

Tubes. The tubes are put in from the smokebox

end, the holes in the front tubeplate being, for

this purpose, made slightly larger than the outside

diameter of the body of the tubes. The tubes

themselves are enlarged at the smokebox end,

and swaged down to a slightly smaller diameter

at the other end where they pass into the firebox

tubeplate. At the latter end the tubes project
into the firebox for about f in. to allow for
66

beading over
"

the ends up against the copper

tubeplate. They are tightened in the holes by
means of a tube expander, a special tool provided
with a number of rollers. This is placed inside

the tubes, the metal of which is rolled outwards

until they are a tight fit in the holes. In the

3 (5350A )
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case of steel tubes a ridge or beading is also rolled

on the tube on the boiler side of the firebox

tubeplate. Brass or copper tubes are expanded
and secured by driving short pieces of steel tube

(called ferrules) tightly into the ends which pass

through the tubeplate. At the smokebox end
the tubes are merely expanded, neither beading
nor ferrules being used.

Mountings. The boiler is then sent to another

part of the shop to have the
"
mountings

"
put

on. This term includes all the brass and other

fittings, such as safety valves, water and steam

gauges, cocks, etc. In British practice the

mountings are not screwed directly into the

boiler plates. Steel
"
pads

"
or seatings of the

same shape as the flanges of the mountings having
been previously riveted to the boiler, the flanges
are secured to these by studs. The joints are

faced and scraped, and either made metal to metal

with boiled linseed oil, or a thin sheet of asbestos

slightly smeared with red lead is placed between the

faces. The nuts are then tightened gradually
to make an absolutely steam-tight joint.

Boiler Testing. The boiler before it leaves the

shops undergoes two tests. The first is a

hydraulic test up to a pressure from 25 to 50 per
cent, higher than the pressure at which the boiler

works in service. The safety valves are locked,

the boiler filled up with water, and the necessary

pressure obtained by forcing additional water
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in by means of a pump, or by connecting the

boiler by a flexible pipe to the hydraulic installa-

tion of the shop, suitable pressure valves being
inserted in the main to avoid any excess of pressure
which would strain the boiler. All leaks and
defects have to be made good before the second

or steam test is applied.
The steam test pressure is limited to 10 Ib.

per sq. in. in excess of the working pressure of

the boiler, and if this test is passed the boiler is

painted with a good coat of anti-corrosive paint to

preserve the plates, and is then ready for sending
over to the erecting shop to be placed on the

engine. Fig. 7 shows a locomotive boiler in its

finished condition. *

*
Fig. 7 is reproduced from the author's book The

Development of British Locomotive Design, by kind per-
mission of The Locomotive Publishing Co., Ltd. The
opening in the front of the firebox casing is special to this

particular boiler, and does not exist in ordinary boilers
of standard construction.



CHAPTER III

FOUNDRIES

THE work produced in the iron and brass foundries

of a locomotive works is similar to that done in

most general engineering foundries, except perhaps
that locomotive cylinders are somewhat more

complicated than those of most stationary engines.
The moulding and casting of metals is a separate
trade in itself, of which only the briefest mention
can be made here.*

Iron and Steel Castings. The number of loco-

motive parts made of cast iron is now somewhat
less than was formerly the case, steel castings
now being used for many of the brackets, horn-

blocks and other details, on account of the greater

strength and reliability of this material. Steel

castings are, in fact, replacing many forgings as

well. The art of manufacturing steel castings is

a special one, and for this reason few locomotive

works have their own steel foundries, and most
of them find it easier and more economical to

purchase steel castings from firms who have

made a special study of the subject for years.
Steel castings are used for wheel centres, motion

* See also Patternmaking, by Ben Shaw and James
Edgar (Pitman), uniform with this volume. Also

Foundrywork by the same authors.

27
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plates, frame stays, horn blocks, driving axle-

boxes, dome seatings, bogie centres and various

brackets and smaller parts.
Iron castings are used for cylinders, the drag-box

under the footplate, the chimney, blast-pipe, and

regulator-head in the dome, also for certain horn-

blocks, smaller axleboxes and brackets. Brake

cylinders, brake blocks, firebars, sandboxes and
on some railways the wheel coverings or
"
splashers

"
for goods engines are also of cast

iron. This list includes castings of very varying
types and qualities of cast iron. For instance,
the cylinders are made of the very best close-

grained iron of special quality and mixtures,
and the greatest care is taken to produce a strong
hard material free from any

"
honeycomb

"
or

other defects, but at the same time the hardness

must not be so excessive that they cannot be

suitably machined and fitted.

At the other end of the list are the firebars,

which are usually made of common scrap, much
of which has had to be rejected as unsuitable for

other foundry purposes.
It must not, however, be understood that

scrap iron castings are inferior as a material.

All the best castings such as cylinders contain a

percentage of scrap iron varying from 15 to 50 per

cent., but this scrap is best selected material,

derived from old cylinders and best machine

parts. The pig irons used are also selected

with a view to the quality of the castings desired,

and for cylinders it is usual to mix two different
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good grades of pig iron with a percentage of

scrap. In a locomotive works where a large
variation in the qualities of the different castings
has to be made, the greatest skill on the part of

the foundry foreman is required in selecting and

grading his materials.

Moulding for General Castings. The various

groups of castings require different methods of

moulding. Many of the smaller pieces, of which
a large quantity are required, are moulded by
machine,- or

"
plate moulded." In the latter

case the patterns are of metal and cast or fixed

on to a plate. If the shape of the article to be

made allows of it, the whole pattern is placed on
one side of the plate, but in many cases half the

pattern is on one side, and the other half on the

opposite side. The mould is then made in two

portions, the second part being produced by
turning the plate over. One of the main objects
of plate moulding (apart from speed of output),
is to save wooden patterns from being damaged
by the constant knocking and shaking required
to remove them from the sand. A large number
of articles can be made from the metal patterns
in plate moulding which are all of the same size

without variation. Vacuum brake cylinders,
which are very thin castings, are made in this way,
and also many forms of smaller axleboxes, brake

blocks, etc.

The large drag-box casting is made by
"
green

sand
"
moulding on the floor of the foundry. The
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bottom half may be moulded in the sand of the

floor, . and the top half in an open box, which is

then placed over the top of the floor mould, and

pegged in place, so that the two half-moulds

together will produce one casting. Usually,

however, two large open boxes are employed,
each containing half the mould, and the two are

fastened together by pins and cotters. Nearly
all the medium sized castings required for a

locomotive are moulded in this manner.

Cylinders. Cylinders are the most important
and difficult castings made in the foundry. The

difficulty lies in the number of complicated

passages which have to be moulded by means of

sand cores. If a passage has to be made in a

casting, that portion of the mould which represents
the passage must, of course, be filled up with a piece
of special sand made to the shape and dimensions

of the passage, so that when the iron is poured
into the mould the metal flows round this

"
core,"

which remains in place until the casting has

cooled. Afterwards, when the sand
"
core

"
is

removed, the desired passage remains in the

casting. These cores are made in wooden core

boxes, the two halves of which are made with

cavities, and when put together form a hollow

pattern for moulding the core desired. The

cavity is filled with a special binding sand held

together by laces and nails, and the core so formed
is then dried in a stove and placed in position in

the cylinder mould. To form a support for the
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core in the mould, the ends of the core are

extended to form
"
core prints," which rest in

corresponding recesses in the mould. The steam
and exhaust posts are formed from cores of

this type, and the hollow cylindrical bore of the

cylinder is formed by another large core.

All these cores are made of
"
loam," composed

of clay and sharp clean sand mixed together
with cow-hair, which helps to bind the core,

but more particularly makes it porous, so that the

gases formed when pouring can escape.

Fig. 9 shows a view of the large iron foundry
at the Great Western Railway locomotive works
at Swindon. The moulds on the floor in the

foreground on the left-hand side show single
outside cylinders in various stages of the work.

Two of these finished cylinders are being lifted

by cranes. In the middle of the floor is a half

pattern of a pair of inside cylinders, in front of

which is an iron core barrel, on which the loam
core for the bore of one of the cylinders is plastered,
and finally

"
strickled," i.e., the core barrel with

the wet loam on it is rotated and the excess of

loam swept off by means of a straight lath of wood
until the core is of the proper diameter. After

having been dried in a drying chamber, the

barrel core is placed in its proper position in the

mould. To hold it in position there are
"
core

prints
"
formed in the mould. The pattern in the

middle of the floor shows two of these
"
prints

"

on the front face.

All moulds must be rammed and "
vented

"
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carefully to permit the escape of gases formed

during the casting of the metal.

Inside cylinders were formerly cast separately
and afterwards planed and bolted together
to form a pair. Modern practice is to cast both
inside cylinders in one piece. This requires more

expensive patterns, but saves a lot of machine
work.

Brass Foundry All the brass and gun metal

castings are made in the brass foundry. These
are much smaller pieces than iron castings and
consist of axlebox brasses, injectors, cocks and

taps, slide valves, and a host of miscellaneous

details required in a locomotive. Much of the

work is
"
plate moulding." Various mixtures of

metal are used from gun metal bronzes for slide

valves and axlebox
"
brasses

"
to common brass

for taps, etc. The metal is melted, not in large

cupolas as in the iron foundry, but in plumbago
crucibles which are heated in furnaces generally

placed below the floor level.



CHAPTER IV

FORGINGS, SPRINGS, ETC.

Forging and Smithing Departments. Loco-

motive forgings include work done in three different

departments, to which may be added a fourth,

the spring shop. Strictly speaking, the forgings

proper are large pieces such as crank and straight

axles, connecting rods, etc., which are made
under the steam hammers in the large forge.

In many cases forged axles are purchased outside

from the manufacturers.

A second department consists of the black-

smith's shop, in which smaller parts of wrought
iron or mild steel are made by welding. There

is also the third or
"
stamping

"
department,

in which a large number of parts, formerly made

by the blacksmith, are now stamped to shape
in dies under gravity or

"
drop

" hammers.

All wrought iron and mild steel parts of a

locomotive, such as axles, connecting and coupling

rods, piston rods, the machinery or
"
motion,"

and a large number of other details are made in one

or other of these departments. The springs are

made in the spring shop by the spring smiths,

and their manufacture is an art requiring special

knowledge. Frequently they are purchased
outside.

35
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Axles. As an example of a locomotive forging
a simple straight axle may be taken to give an

idea of the principles involved. Such axles are

made from steel
"
blooms," which may be

described as long thick blocks of steel supplied
from the steel works. An axle bloom is about

5 ft. long X 9| ins. square, the corners being
rounded or chamfered off. The end of the heated

FIG. 10. BLOCKS FOR FORGING STRAIGHT AXLES.

bloom is placed under the steam hammer and

hammered into a circular form. The next opera-
tion is to form the journal portion and the collar

of the shape shown in Fig. 10. To this end

special blocks or dies of steel are machined out

to the shape of the forging required. The bottom
die fits into the anvil of the steam hammer, the

top one being held by the forgeman. The axle

is placed on the bottom die, and the hammer

brought down upon the back of the top die,

and by gradually turning the axle round, it is

brought to the required shape. The middle of

the axle is circular and is simply hammered
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down to shape. After one end of the axle has been

finished, the other is treated similarly. As the

axle has to be machined, about J in. of metal is

left all round for turning, and the proper length

is tried over with a template.
This method of swaging or forming the shape

in dies is characteristic of nearly all locomotive

forgings, when any quantity has to be made.

Naturally it does not pay to make expensive
dies when only one or two similar forgings are

required. In such cases the forgeman has to

work out the shapes with such ordinary swages
and tools as are usually to be found in a forge.

The most difficult forging, and the one requiring

the greatest care is that for the crank axle.*

The ingot is heated in a large furnace, having at

the same time a
"
porter

"
bar or staff welded

to one end at p (Fig. HA). The "
porter

"
is a

long taper bar, which serves for the handling of

the work by the forgeman, and is supported by a

crane chain. Frequently it is welded to the

ingot whilst the latter is being made. The ingot
is first hammered down under a heavy steam

hammer to a rectangular shape with chamfered

edges as shown in Fig. HA. This slab will be

about 24 or 25 ins. deep X 12 ins. wide, and

nearly 6 ft. long, and weighs about 2f tons

without the
"
porter." Whilst still hot it is

taken to a hot saw, close at hand, and four saw

cuts are made as shown at a, which extend

* An illustration of a crank axle is given in the primer
on The Steam Railway Locomotive.
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nearly half way through the depth. The part 6
X

is then removed either by cutting with a hot saw
along the dotted line, or by means of a special

cutting tool, and then the remaining portion c

(Fig. HB) is roughly rounded in swage blocks

FIG. 11. STAGES IN FORGING A CRANK AXLE.

under the steam hammer. The portion d is also

removed by means of special cutting tools, and
the middle part e between the cranks is roughly

swaged down to a circular form. To cut out the

portion 6
2 the forging is re-heated and the porter

bar p is re-welded to the opposite end. After

this operation is complete, the appearance of the

axle is as in Fig. HB.
As the two cranks have to be at right angles

to each other, one of the two parts ff2 has to be

twisted through 90. This is done by firmly

holding the crank fv supposing this to be the one

to remain in its original position, between the
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tup and the anvil of a steam hammer, and then

by means of hydraulic or other pressure applied
at the end of a very large spanner, to provide
sufficient leverage, the other arm /2

is gradually
bent round at a right angle. Lastly the ends

of the crank webs are rounded at g under the

hammer, and the appearance of the axle is then as

shown in Fig. lie. The right angle must be

tested with a square, and all the dimensions

checked to gauges to see that enough material

is left throughout to enable the machining to be

done subsequently to proper finished sizes. The
whole of the above operations require several

heats, and the greatest care must be taken in this

respect, so that no re-heating is done until after

mechanical work, e.g., hammering, has been done

on the axle, otherwise the internal physical
structure of the steel will suffer injury. Finally
all crank axles are re-heated and generally cooled

in oil, the -scientific considerations underlying
"
heat treatment

"
being, however, beyond the

scope of this primer. Test pieces are taken

from the parts machined off the webs of each

axle, and subjected to rigorous tensile and cold

bending tests. An oil treated crank axle should

have an ultimate '

tensile strength of not less

than 35 tons per sq. in. with an elongation of not

less than 20 per cent, in a length of 2 ins.

There are other methods of making crank

axles by building up the second crank web with

slabs welded to the bloom in such a way that the

twisting of this web through a right angle is

4 (5350A)
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avoided. In some foreign works the webs are

swaged in dies in their proper positions at right

angles.

Miscellaneous Forgings. Connecting and coup-

ling rods are forged solid out of slabs of mild steel,

the middle portions being
hammered down to a rec-

tangular section, and the

ends, which have to be of

special shapes, being swaged
in blocks cut out to suit

those shapes. The whole

work is done under the steam

hammer.
Buffer heads form a good

example of forging in die

blocks under a steam ham-
mer. They are usually made
of wrought iron . scrap, piled

and heated in the furnace and

hammered into
"
blooms."

Each bloom is then re-

heated and hammered in

suitably shaped blocks into

the form shown in Fig. 12A, with a shank about

2 ft. long having a ball about 7 in. in diameter at

one end. The shank is then placed in other blocks

of which a section is shown at B, for the steam

hammer to flatten the ball and form the head of

the buffer. The bottom of the three blocks is

firmly secured to the anvil of the steam hammer.

FIG. 12. BUFFER
FORGING.
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The middle block is loosely dropped into a recess

machined in the bottom block, and has a cup

shaped depression at the top to suit the shape of

the buffer head when finished. The top block

is secured by wedges to the tup of the steam

hammer. The two bottom blocks are made
with a central hole to take the shank of the buffer.

After the buffer head has been hammered to shape
the

"
fin

"
of metal round it is cut off, after which

the finished piece appears as shown at (7. The
middle block being loose can be rotated by the

forgeman during the hammering, by placing a

bar in the recess a shown in the side. All such

blocks are machined and fitted together, and the

exact shape of the forging is cut out in them.

Hydraulic Forging. A considerable amount of

forging is now done by hydraulic press, instead

of under a steam hammer. In this case the white

hot pieces are welded by squeezing them together
under pressure, the process being done in blocks

or dies as in the case of hammer forgings. At
one large railway works some of the casings in

which the buffer heads work are made in this

way, more especially for wagons. Formerly these

used to be of cast iron, but they are now much

stronger forgings. Such a finished buffer casing
is shown in Fig. 13, and the three portions from

which it is forged in Fig. 14. These consist of a

flat steel plate (7, in which a hole is punched, a

conical cylinder B which is bent round a vertical

roll and has an open seam a, and a ring A having
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a diagonal seam which is welded. The ring A
is pressed on to the cone B at a welding heat,
and then the combination is again heated and

pressed into the plate C. The whole of this

work is done in suitably shaped dies, so that after

the final weld the piece comes out as in Fig. 13.

FIG. 13. FORGED BUFFER
CASING.

FIG. 14. PIECES FOR
FORGING BUFFER

CASING.

The joint a is merely closed together and not

welded. The whole of the work is done under
a 100 ton hydraulic forging press with two rams
horizontal and vertical. One ram holds the

work and dies in place, and then the other ram is

set in action and squeezes the parts together.

Blacksmith's Shop. In this department the

work consists principally in welding rods, bars,
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angles, etc., and in the manufacture of brake

shafts and levers, hooks, links, couplings, etc.

Although this shop is of great importance, it

has of .recent years lost much of its work because

FIG. 15. STAMPING SHOP WITH DROP HAMMERS.
By Brett's Patent Lifter, Co., Ltd. (Coventry).

important details of the motion work of loco-

motives are now made as solid stampings in the

drop hammer department instead of being welded.

All the smaller parts of the valve gear, etc., are
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now made as stampings without welds. Steel

castings have also superseded much of the wrought
iron work formerly done by the blacksmiths.

Stamping Shop. Stampings are made in dies

under drop hammers. In these hammers the

tup or weight is raised by ropes connected to a

rotary steam cylinder placed at the top of the

hammer girders, and falls by gravity on to the

FIG. 16. UNDERHUNG LAMINATED SPRING.

work, which is placed on the anvil. The pieces
made under these hammers are generally much
smaller than the forgings produced under steam

hammers, and consist of various brackets, links,

pistons, parts of valve motion, spring links and

hangers, hooks, bell crank levers, hand wheels,

spanners, etc. Drop hammer stampings are

much cleaner and nearer to shape and size than

blacksmiths' forgings, and less work is required in

machining and finishing them in the machine
and fitters' shops. Fig. 15 shows the stamping
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shop with drop hammers in a large locomotive

works. A number of drop-forged pieces are

shown in the foreground.

Spring Shop. In this department, the springs

are made and tempered, the eyes or hooks being
welded on to the top plates. Fig. 16 shows a

locomotive spring. The plates are maintained

in position by small projections or
"
nibs

" on

each plate which work in slots cut in the plate

immediately below it. The plates have to be
"
set

"
to the required curvature, and are then

tempered by oil treatment. Finally they are put

together and held securely whilst the central

hoop or
"
buckle

"
is shrunk on. The buckles

are forged solid, and machined inside where they

pass over the plates. A double eye to take the

axlebox pin, is forged on for Underhung springs.



CHAPTER V

MACHINE SHOPS FRAMES AND CYLINDERS

Frames. The frames come into the frame shop
from the steel plate manufacturers, in whose

works they are rolled in a similar manner to boiler

plates. They are thicker than the latter, the

usual thickness in British practice being from

lin. to l^in. They arrive cut to a general all

round size as shown by the outer rectangle in

FIG. 17. FRAME PLATE.

Fig. 17, this size being the smallest possible
to allow of the finished frame being cut out from
it. The frame plates are first tried over for

straightness, and then levelled and straightened

by means of hydraulic jacks.

They are then marked off, and roughly punched
out to shape by making a series of interlacing con-

secutive holes outside the marked lines as in Fig.

18, leaving about J in to enable them to be

machined to size. After being punched, the

plates are heated in a furnace and annealed or

cooled slowly to remove injury to the material

caused by the punch. When cold they are slotted

46
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to the exact size and shape required in a large

slotting machine. All the machines in the frame

shop are very large, the bed of the slotting
machine being at least 50 ft. long, and the machine
has three or four tools working at once. Eight
or ten frames are placed one on top of the other,

FIG. 18.

OOOOOOQV.;:::
/VL4HGZD DfT/7/L Of HOLES
PUNCHING THE OUTLINE or THE

FRAME PLATE.

and all are slotted together at one operation, the

top frame only having been marked off, and the

proper outline drawn upon it. The next operation
is to mark off and drill all the bolt and rivet

holes, of which there will be from 300 to 400

according to the size and type of engine. The
holes for bolts and cold rivets are drilled T̂ in.

less than the finished diameter, so that they can
be reamered or

"
rose-bitted

"
out by the erectors

when fitting up the cylinders, stays, and brackets

to them. About four or five frames are drilled

together in one batch, of which the top one is
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marked off, and this plate is afterwards used as a

template or drilling
"

jig
" when the later batches

are drilled. In some railway works separate
frame templates or jigs are used for standard

classes of engines. These consist of plates about

f in. thick in which all the holes are drilled in their

exact positions but larger than the holes in the

frame. The holes in the template or
"

jig
"

are

then bushed with steel bushes, the internal

diameters of which are the exact diameters of the

holes as drilled in the frame. This jig is placed
on the top of the frames to be drilled, and the

bushes act as guides for the drills. The drilling
is done in multiple radial drilling machines, which

may be either special machines or of the radial

type shown in Fig. 3.

The drilling completed, the frames are placed

upside down in a vertical position in screw jacks
or trestles provided with arrangements for holding
them in this position. All sharp edges are then

removed and the corners of the recesses into

which the hornblocks fit are rounded. The frames

are again laid on their sides, the hornblocks are

bedded down and fitted into the recesses slotted

in the frames to receive them, and the various

brackets are also bedded down to their proper

places. The bolts which secure the hornblocks

are turned to exact size, and must be driven

in to be an absolutely tight fit. The main frames

are then sent to the erecting shop, a pair being

required for each engine. The bogie requires an

additional pair of small frames. These together
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with the buffer beams of steel, cross-stays, etc.,

are dealt with in the frame shop in a similar

manner to the frames themselves. The riveting

together of the cross-stays and frames is always
done in the erecting shop, only the plates themselves

being treated in the frame shop.

FIG. 19. MARKING-OFF CYLINDERS.

Cylinders. The cylinders are machined in a

shop which contains a number of single and
double boring machines, and also drilling and

planing machines, all being tools of large size

and most of them of special designs for locomotive

work. The rough cylinder castings are lifted by
a crane on to a large cast iron marking-off table,

the surface of which is perfectly level. The

casting is placed on planed blocks 6, Fig. 19,

and its level is adjusted by wedges above them.

Those parts on which lines are to be marked are

painted with whiting to show the scriber marks,
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which when made are marked with centre punch
dots. Centre strips a of thin iron are placed

diametrically across the bores. The centres at

both ends are found with compasses, and marked

on the strips. The cylinders are then levelled

by using a straight edge and spirit level across the

centres, the necessary adjustments of level being
made by the wedges.
The centres are tested

by the scribing block c

which has the underside

of its foot a perfectly

plane surface ;
the needle

pointer of this is shown
on the centre line, which

is drawn by it all round

the casting. All lines

such as d and e for

surfaces which require

planing are marked. Vertical centre and other

vertical lines are drawn with the blade of a T-square

having its broad edge on the table. The bore

of the cylinder and all holes are drawn with

compasses and centre popped. The dimensions

are taken from the drawings, or in the case of

standard engines will be measured from gauges

specially made for the cylinders of different

classes of engines. The whole work must be

checked carefully to see that there is sufficient

material on all surfaces for planing and boring
to finished sizes.

The face into which the steam ports (s) and

FIG. 20. MARKING-OFF
CYLINDER PORT FACES.
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exhaust ports (p) Fig. 20, emerge must also be

marked off, a template in which holes are cut

for the ports being used for this purpose. The

edges of the ports were formerly slotted out,

but they are now generally milled out by a milling
machine. It should be added that the cylinders
shown in Fig. 19 are cast separately, the two
halves being bolted together to form one pair.

One of the flanges is shown at /, Fig. 19, and
in this case these flanges have also to be marked
off for planing, the essential point being that

the dimensions g, g from the face of the finished

flange to the centre of the cylinder on each side

are exactly equal.
In many works much of the planing of the

various outer surfaces is done first, using the

scribed lines as a guide, and then the cylinders
are set down on the bed of a boring machine

on one of the planed surfaces and bored. The
centre line of the bore of the cylinder is the datum
line to which all other dimensions refer, and

therefore some works consider it preferable to

bore the cylinders before planing them. Fig. 21

shows a double boring machine for the purpose
of boring two inside cylinders at once. The
two heavy revolving boring bars are passed

through the cylinders, the latter being bolted

to the grooves in the bed of the machine. On
each bar there is a disc carrying three cutting

tools, and the two projecting arms carry tools

for facing the ends of the cylinders, on to which

the covers have to be fitted. Each cyUnder is
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bored to exact diameter, except at the two ends

where the bore is slightly enlarged. These

enlarged ends are termed the
"
counter-bores

"

and their object is to prevent a ridge being
formed at the ends of the cylinder as the piston
wears down the metal. The end flanges for

the cylinder covers are also faced at the same
time by the tools carried in the projecting arms.

These flanged faces and the bores and counter

bores can be seen in the pair of cylinders shown
in Fig. 22. These cylinders have circular piston

valves, and the boring of these is also done on a

similar machine with smaller boring bars.

The planing of the various sides and flanges,

and also of the steam chests port facings, when
the latter have ordinary slide valves, may be

done either on an ordinary large planing machine

or on special machines made for the purpose.
The cylinders have to be set on the machine

by the bore to plane the top and bottom surfaces.

In those works in which the boring is done

before the planing, one method is to use two
standards which are splined underneath, the

tongue or spline fitting into one of the grooves
in the table of the planing machine. The top

part of each standard is provided with a circular

face plate which just fits into the counterbore

of the bored cylinder. The standards are placed
so that the face plates enter the counterbore at

each end, and they are pulled up to grip the

cylinders by means of a long central bar with

nuts. The centre line of the bore is thus held
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perfectly parallel to the bed of the table so that

all surfaces parallel to this can be planed accurately.
A large number of holes have to be drilled in the

flanges for the cylinder and steam chest covers,

and for uniting the cylinders to the frames.

Fig. 22 illustrates a modern machine by Messrs.

William Asquith, Halifax, for doing this work.

It is also used for facing the front flanges to which

the cylinder and steam chest covers are secured.

All joints are carefully faced, and covers fitted

on to be perfectly steam-tight. The cylinders
should then be tested, preferably by steam

pressure, though hydraulic pressure is sometimes

used.

5 (5350A)



CHAPTER VI

MACHINE SHOPS AXLES AND WHEELS

Axles. Straight axles are turned to gauges in

special axle lathes. Formerly these lathes were
of the ordinary form with a headstock at the

left-hand end and a poppet head or tailstock at the

right. The most modern form of lathe is of the

centre-driven type, in which the axle after

having been turned in the middle is gripped

ABC C & fl

EIG. 23. STRAIGHT AXLE.

and driven there, supporting tail-stocks being
used at each end. This method gives a more

rigid support for the axle, and enables cutting
tools to be used at both ends. Fig. 24 shows a

lathe of this type, which admits axles 9 ft. long.

A straight axle is illustrated in Fig. 23, in which

A A are the
"
wheel seats," i.e., the portions

on to which the wheel centres are pressed, and
BB are the

"
journals

" which revolve in the

bearings in the axle-boxes. The collars CC
keep the journals from moving laterally. The
wheel seats and journals are turned smooth and

truly circular and the journals are finished with

56
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burnishing rollers. These are revolving steel

rollers secured in the tool posts, or carried by
attachments at the back of the lathe (as in Fig. 24) ;

they are pressed against the revolving journals,
and impart to the latter a perfectly even and

polished surface. Grinding machinery is now
frequently used for axles, more especially for

finishing the wheel seats.

Crank axles are turned in heavy lathes of the

ordinary pattern, as the position of the crank

webs does not allow of centre driving. The inside

faces of the jaws of the crank webs are slotted

out, or more usually milled out by a large revolving

disc, into the periphery of which a number of

cutters are inserted. A machine of this type
is shown in Fig. 25. This has two centring
headstocks at the back (one of which is hidden

from view), in which the crank axle is held in

special chucks, and there is also the revolving
disc provided with cutters. The latter is slowly
fed into the crank between the crank arms, and
cuts these out to the dimensions required. This

part of the work completed, the headstocks are

set in motion to revolve the crank axle, which
is set so that the crank pin is rounded by a cutting
tool to a circular form. The axle is then turned

round end to end in the centring headstocks and
the other crank arms are milled out and the pin
turned.

Many crank axles of large modern engines,
instead of being forged in one piece, are now
built up of nine pieces, two ends and one middle
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piece, two pieces for the crank pins, all the above

being of circular form, and four flat slabs for

the webs. The slabs are milled round in a vertical

milling machine, the holes for the pins. and parts
of the axle bored. They are then heated and

shrunk on to the circular parts and crank pins
of the axle, and finally secured by round plugs
screwed into the joints in a direction parallel to

the length of the axle.

Wheel Centres. The term
"
wheel centre

"

refers to that portion of the wheel which includes

the central boss, and the spokes and rim, but does

not include the axle or tyre. Wheel centres are

now generally made of cast steel. They are

turned outside, and also bored for the axles either

in a wheel lathe, or more conveniently on the

revolving table of a horizontal boring mill of

the type shown in Fig. 26.

The wheel centres are forced on to the axles

in a hydraulic press, the pressure required being
from 60 to 120 tons, according to the size of wrheel

and axle. Small bogie and tender wheels are

pressed on by 60 tons or so, but large driving

wheels require from 90 to 120 tons. To obtain

the necessary grip, the part of the axle or "wheel

seat," on which the wheel fits, is turned slightly

larger than the bore of the wheel centre. The
amount of this difference or

"
allowance

"
for an

axle 8f in. diameter is about t g
*

< >

m -> ^ne

hydraulic pressure then required being 10 to 12

tons per inch diameter of the axle. If the pressure
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registered on the gauge or recorder attached to

the press is too small the wheel is taken off again,
and another substituted. In the case of driving
and coupled wheels, additional security is provided

by driving keys into keyways cut into both

wheel and axle, but in the case of other wheels

no keys are used.

FIG. 27. BORING TYRES ON HORIZONTAL BORING
MILL.

Tyres. The tyres, which come from the steel

manufacturers, are rolled without weld. They are

bored inside to an internal diameter slightly less

than the outside diameter of the wheel centre,

on to which they have to be shrunk, the allowance

being about yoVo" f the diameter of the wheel

centre. Formerly tyres were bored in a wheel

lathe, but it is found much more convenient

and expeditious to bore them on a boring and

turning mill of the type shown in Fig. 26. The

tyres are placed horizontally on a revolving
table as shown in Fig. 27. The tool holders
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shown are special ones which allow several tools

to be used at once.

After having been bored the tyres are placed
on the floor inside a shallow pit, which has a

circular gas ring round it, by which they are

heated so that they expand. The wheel centre

on the axle is then taken up by a crane and

lowered into the tyre, which as it cools, shrinks

and grips the wheel.

FIGS. 28 AND 29. TYRE FASTENINGS.

Figs. 28 and 29 show the most usual methods
of securing the tyres to the wheels. T is a section

through the tyre, and W one through the rim of

the wheel. In both examples, there is a lip A
which prevents the tyre from sliding laterally
over the wheel rim towards the inside of the rail.

The flange F, which runs against the rail, prevents
the tyre from sliding towards the outside. In

Fig. 28 the tyre is secured by set screws 8 which

pass through the rim of the wheel. Some

engineers object to set screws, as the tyres tend to
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break across the holes. In the alternative con-

struction, Fig. 29, the tyre is held by a retaining

ring E, which is heated and driven into the

recessed groove shown, and the lip B of the

tyre is then hammered down all round the wheel

on to the ring.

The outside crank pins, upon which work the

coupling rods, and also the connecting rods of

outside cylinder engines, are turned and then

ground on a grinding machine, and pressed into

the holes bored into the wheel boss to receive

them. As the pin on one side of the engine
has to be fixed at exactly 90 with the pin on the

opposite side, the boring of the holes in the wheels

is done on a special
"
quartering machine," in

which both holes are bored simultaneously in the

opposite wheels. The arrangement of the machine

is such that the 90 angle is automatically
maintained.

Finally the complete set of wheels and axle

are lifted into a heavy wheel lathe, of the type
shown in Fig. 30, to have the tyres turned on the

outside. These lathes are very rigid and powerful

machines, since the extremely hard steel of the

tyres places a heavy stress on both the cutting
tools and the machine. Figs. 31 to 34 show a set

of sheet iron gauges used for turning the tyres.

Figs. 31 to 33 are used to see that the cone of the

head of the tyre (usually 1 in 20) and the height
of the flange are correct. Fig. 34 tests the proper
distance apart or the

"
gauge

"
of the two tyres

on a pair of wheels.
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Wheel Balancing. In some shops the wheels

when finished are balanced by revolving them at

high speed in a special machine, and adding small

weights until they revolve with perfect steadiness.

A machine for this purpose designed by Mr. G. J.

Churchward, chief mechanical engineer of the

Great Western Railway, and used at Swindon

J

f/6.3/

. /7G.34

FIGS. 31-34. TYRE GAUGES.

Works, is illustrated in Fig. 35. The wheels and
axle rest in bearings supported by springs, and are

driven at a speed corresponding to 60 m.p.h.

by means of a 55 h.p. electric motor. The speed
is registered by the counter on the wall at the

back of the machine. The hand wrheel actuates

the brake blocks by means of a screw, so that the

wheels can be stopped quickly when required
after the current has been cut off. The excess or

deficiency of balance, as found by the small

weights attached during the test to secure steady

running, is afterwards rectified in the balance

weights.
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Axleboxes. The account of the work done in

the wheel shop may conveniently include the

axleboxes. These are most frequently machined
in the general machine shop, but as they have
to be fitted to the journals they are, in some
modern works, machined in the wheel shop,
where they are close to the wheels, and do not

then require to be taken from one shop to

another. An alternative method, used in other

works, is to fit and bed the axleboxes on to a short
"
dummy

"
axle journal, kept in the machine

shop for this purpose, the axleboxes then being
taken straight to the erecting shop.
Axleboxes are either of gun-metal or of cast steel

fitted with gun-metal bearings, the latter form

being now more usual. The "
brasses

" which
bear on the journals are provided with recesses,

into which is run "
white

"
or antifriction metal,

consisting of about 80 per cent, of tin, 10 per cent,

of copper, and 10 per cent, of antimony.* This

prevents the journal of the axle from being injured
in case the bearing runs hot.

The boxes are arranged on a planing machine,
in two rows of about ten boxes in each row, and

planed between the jaws to receive the brasses-

and axlebox keeps, which are machined in turn

and fitted into the boxes. The brasses must be

fitted very carefully, and they must be well

bedded down to avoid any rocking action of the
* The composition of

" white metals
"

varies consider-

ably. The above figures give one mixture used for

locomotive bearings. Many white metals contain from
40 to 70 per cent, of lead, which replaces the tin.
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brass in the body of the box. The holes are then

broached out for the pin, which secures the
"
keep

"
in the box. Following this the boxes

are fixed to a long planed casting or angle plate

on the bed of a planing machine, about twelve

boxes, six on each side, and are planed on one

face, and along the recess at the side which fits

on to the hornblocks. The boxes are then

reversed and the other face and recess planed.

They are now bored four or six together on a

special boring machine. In some works the

boring and the facing are done together on a

double boring mill, two boxes being machined

at once. Oil grooves, which were formerly

chipped out with a chisel, are now frequently

grooved out on a small milling machine. Finally

the fitters take the boxes and bed the brasses

down on to the journals or dummies, by using
red

"
marking

" and filing down the high spots.



CHAPTER VII

GENERAL MACHINE SHOP

Machinery and Methods General. To describe

the many processes which various parts of the

engine undergo in the general machine shop
would be a task far beyond the possibilities of

this book. This shop is provided with the lathes,

planing, shaping, and slotting machines such as

are to be found in all large engineering shops,
and in addition there are many special modern

tools, such as automatic lathes for making stays,

pins, studs, etc., grinding machinery, and above

all, milling machines. Formerly the machining
was performed on the first mentioned machine

tools of standard pattern, and then passed on to

the fitters to be finished by filing, scraping and the

other w^ell known fitters' methods. Nowadays the

work is done and completed as far as possible

on milling and grinding machines, so that as

little fitting as possible is required, many of the

parts going direct from the machines to the

erecting shop to be put together on the engine.

The former processes of planing, shaping and

slotting are now very largely replaced by milling.

In milling machines the work is machined by

revolving vertical or horizontal serrated cutters,

which produce a fine finished smooth surface.

These cutters can be shaped, or two or three of

70
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them put together, to mill out irregular curves

and grooves, and so save a vast amount of labour

formerly required from the fitters. Slide bars,

piston rods, and many other parts are ground to

size oh grinding machines by means of emery or

corundum wheels revolving at high speeds. The
work is all done to limit gauges, and can be

finished within 0*0005 in. if required.
When a large quantity of similar pieces are

to be made, they are machined in
"

jigs
"

or

"fixtures." These are attachments bolted to

the machine, and made to suit the particular

pieces to be machined. The latter are secured in

or by the jig, which locates their position in such
a way that the machining is done accurately
without preliminary marking-out of holes and
contour lines. If only one or two engines of the

same class are , being built, it does not pay to

make expensive jigs and fixtures, and the older

methods of marking off and machining are then

employed. The object of the modern improve-
ments is to reduce the cost of the work, and at

the same time to improve its accuracy and quality.

Pistons, and Piston Rods. The pistons are

usually of cast iron, but are now frequently made
of stamped steel, which has the advantage of

enabling a lighter piston to be used owing to the

greater strength of the material. The latest

practice is to machine the pistons on a heavy
turret lathe, in which a number of tools are

fixed in a revolving turret. When one operation
6 (5350A)
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has been completed, the turret is turned through
an angle to present another tool to the piston
for the next operation, and the first tool remains
in correct adjustment for use on the next piston
in due course. The holes for the piston rod are

bored with a large twist drill
;
and the next tool

FIG. 36. CAST IRON
CYLINDER FOR PISTON

RINGS.

FIG. 37. TOOLS IN TURRET
FOR MACHINING PISTON

RINGS.

faces the piston on one side. A third tool turns

the outside periphery, and a fourth operation
cuts the two grooves in the periphery, into which

the piston rings fit. These rings, two in number,
are of cast iron, generally about \ in. to f in.

broad by f in. to \ in. deep. The outside diameter

of the ring is turned about J in. to J in. larger
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than the bore of the cylinder. A piece is then

cut out with a saw or parting tool and this enables

the two ends to be pressed together so that the

ring can be sprung into the cylinder. When in

place the rings spring back, and their pressure

against the cylinder walls causes the piston to be

steam tight. The latest method of making these

rings is to cast a cylinder of the form shown in

Fig. 36 with lugs at the bottom, which can be

bolted to the horizontal table of a turning and

boring mill. This machine is provided with a

turret head which has four tools (Fig. 37) for four

operations. Tool No. 1 faces the top of the casting,

and is then followed by No. 2 in which two cutting
tools are employed to rough-bore the inside and

rough-turn the outside at one operation. No. 3

is a similar tool for the finishing cuts of the boring
and turning. A depth of 5 or 6 inches of the

casting is now ready to be cut off into rings. This

is done by means of a special holder No. 4 con-

taining six parting tools, so arranged that the

top tool stands out beyond the next one below

it and so on. Each tool enters the casting a little

before the tool below it and thus each ring is cut

off before the one below it, for it is of course

impossible to cut off all the rings simultaneously.
The piston rods are either screwed into the

pistons or have plain coned ends which are

secured to the piston by a large nut screwed

on the front side. The rods are turned nearly
to size in a lathe, and finished to the exact diameter

in a grinding machine. In this machine an
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emery wheel W (Fig. 38), revolves at a surface

speed of about 6,000ft. per min. The rod R
also revolves, the directions of revolution being
as shown by the arrows. Finally either the rod
or the wheel must have a longitudinal motion
so that the wheel can grind the whole length
of the rod. The direction of this motion is

reversed at the end of each traverse. A is a

clamp for holding the rod in its proper position

FIG. 38. GRINDING A PISTON ROD.

against the wheel. The bed of the machine, not

shown, is somewhat similar to that of a lathe.

Crossheads and Slide Bars. Crossheads, which
form the attachment of the piston rod to the

connecting rod, are of many different forms,
and various methods of machining them are used

according to their shape. They are planed
between the jaws which embrace the connecting
rod, four or five being fixed in an inverted position
on a planing machine for this purpose. The

turning and boring involve several operations,
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which may be done in a turret lathe with several

sets of tools, each of which in turn does part of the

work. In some shops much of this work is done

on a horizontal turning and boring mill. Fig.

39 shows a crosshead for two slide bars, from

which its complicated
form will be seen.

The piston rod end

fits into the taper
hole A

;
the connect-

ing rod small end

fits between the jaws

B, and is secured by
a pin which passes

through the holes C.

The slide blocks A
shown in chain dotted

lines are separate

pieces with channels

planed in them to fit

over the slide bars.

The slide bars are

plain rectangular bars

of steel which are planed to within a fraction of the

finished sizes, the ends faced, and the holes drilled

for the bolts which connect them to the cylinders
at one end and to the motion plate at the other.

The faces on which the slide blocks move were

formerly draw-filed to a true surface on a surface

plate. This involved much fitters' work. Now
the bars are placed on the reciprocating table of a

grinding machine, and the surfaces are ground

FIG. 39. CROSSHEAD
SLIDE BLOCKS.
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true by emery or corundum wheels. Beyond
removing the sharp edges no fitters' work is

required, and the bars go straight to the erecting

shop. The type of grinding machine used is quite
different from that employed for grinding piston

rods, and may be likened to a planing machine,
in which cutting tools are replaced by an abrasive

wheel.

Connecting and Coupling Rods. The machining
of connecting and coupling rods is a case in which

large milling machines have replaced planing
machines. The rods are now fluted out to form
an I-section, and the whole of the surfaces and

edges are milled. Fig. 40 shows the surfaces of

two rods being milled on a large machine. In

the ordinary type of connecting rod the brasses

must be bedded down and fitted into the straps,

and the straps fitted to the rods, etc., so that

there is no shake, and the rod works as if it were

a solid piece. The rod must be straight, and the

holes through the brasses, in which the crank

and crosshead pins work, must be at right angles
to the axis of the rod, and the axes of both holes

parallel to each other. Such work has to be

done by the fitters when putting the various

pieces of the rods together, before sending them
to the erecting shop.

Coupling rods in this country are not fitted

with adjustable brasses like connecting rods,

but have plain circular bushes lined with white

metal. On the Great Western Railway the
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connecting rod big-ends are made with similar

bushes, which are much simpler, and are stated

to wear well for a long period.

Link Motion. The link motion,* consists of a

large number of parts which have to be machined

and fitted together. The side faces of the curved

quadrant links are planed or milled to the proper

thickness, several being machined at one time.

A template is then laid on them and each marked
off to the proper finished curved shape. All the

holes are drilled through
"

jigs
" which locate

them accurately, and the links are slotted out to

the lines marked by the template. The blocks

which work in the quadrant link are also slotted

or milled to shape. The levers which connect the

various parts of the link motion are milled on the

faces and to contour on the sides. All work of this

kind is produced in a better manner and in less

time on milling machines than by slotting and

planing. All holes and the pins which fit into

them are bored and turned to limit gauges. The
fitters then fit all the parts together, testing and

levelling them so that everything is perfectly
"
square," and all the necessary oil grooves are

cut in the blocks and pin holes.

Case-Hardening. The parts of the link motion

are then taken apart and sent to the case-hardening

shop, a department which has not so far been
* The link motion and also connecting rods are

illustrated and described in the primer on The Steam

Hallway Locomotive.
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mentioned.
"
Case-hardening

"
is a carbonizing

process which produces a hard steel surface on

the parts, without which they would be subject
to undue wear. All link motion parts and pins,

and also slide bars undergo this process. The

parts are placed in cases, and packed round with

pieces of charcoal, leather, and bones, and care-

fully sealed up. The cases are then heated in

a furnace for 12 to 18 hrs. after which the parts
are removed and cooled in water. Case-hardening
has been described as a somewhat brutal process,

though nothing better has yet been found. It

has the disadvantage that the parts so treated

warp somewhat in the process, and have there-

fore to be returned to the fitters and machine

shop to be corrected. The case-hardened surfaces

are so hard that they cannot be touched with a

file, hence the holes are ground out to limit gauges

by very small emery wheels or, alternatively,

they are
"
lapped

"
out by revolving spindles

made of lead and covered with emery powder and
oil. Due allowance for the warping is made in the

previous machining and fitting, a very slight

amount of extra material being left for the final

grinding to finished size after case-hardening.



CHAPTER VIII

ERECTING SHOP

Frames. In the erecting shop all the parts
which make up the complete locomotive are

assembled and put together. The frame plates,
which form the foundation of the engine, are

first taken in hand, and are placed in position on

opposite sides of a long pit. This pit is made
in the floor of the shop between the rails on which

the engine will stand later after the wheels have
been placed in position. The frames are placed

vertically in their natural position, and rest in

grooves made in the heads of screw jacks. By
means of these jacks the frames can be levelled,

and set in the exact positions required. The
frame plates are held temporarily at their proper
distance apart by long bolts and distance pieces,

until the permanent stays are fastened to them.

They are then levelled both longitudinally and

transversely by means of long straight edges upon
which spirit levels are placed. Their vertical

adjustment is made by plumb lines. Both frames

must be placed exactly opposite to each other

in their proper relative positions. This adjustment
is made by placing straight edges across the faces

of the hornblocks, and using
"
trammels." A

trammel is a long steel rectangular bar with

sliding compass points, the latter being set to a

80
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definite distance apart according to the dimen-
sions on the drawings. The trammelling is done

diagonally across the frames between points
marked on their top edges immediately above the

line representing the centres of the axles. This

is shown in Fig. 41 in which FF represent the

two frames in plan, and A
l
A

2
A 3 the centre

lines of the axles. The dotted lines show the

y?

FIG. 41. TRAMMELLING THE FRAMES.

diagonal directions of the trammels. By tram-

melling diagonally the
"
squareness

"
of the

frames is ensured when the distance x^2 is equal
to the distance x2yv and y^ 2 is equal to y2zv
At the same time the longitudinal and transverse

dimensions must be also checked by trammelling,
and x

ly1 must be equal to x$ 2 longitudinally,
and xx 2 equal to y^ 2 transversely, similar

measurements being made for axles A
2
and A 3

.

The motion plate / (Fig. 42), the cross stay g
in front of the firebox, and the drag-box casting
h are then temporarily bolted in place to secure

the frames together, the bolts used being smaller

than the holes in the frames, so that any
necessary adjustments can afterwards be made
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by slightly moving the parts. It is essential

that the engine should be built perfectly
"
square,"

otherwise it will not run freely, and endless trouble

and extra repairs will result.

Fixing the Cylinders. The cylinders are then

lowered into place by a crane, and fastened

temporarily by ordinary bolts. They rest upon
two screw jacks which are packed up on strong

planks placed across the pit. In place of the

jacks some shops use angle irons fixed temporarily
to the frames as supports for the cylinders. It

is absolutely necessary that the centre lines of the

cylinders, when the latter are fixed permanently,
should be exactly parallel to the frames, and the

faces of the hornblocks, which determine the

alignment of the axles, must be exactly at right

angles to the cylinder centre lines.

A long steel straight edge a (Fig. 42) is fastened

across the front of the frames at a suitable height,
which may be measured from the drawings.
Another straight edge b is fixed across the driving
hornblock faces. Thin wires representing the

cylinder centre lines are stretched tightly between

the two straight edges, their distances apart and

from the two frames being measured from the

drawings. These wires it will be noticed pass

through the bores of the cylinders. In place of

the straight edge a, it is very usual to fasten the

front ends of the two wires to steel strips fitted

across the front end of each cylinder, each strip

having a small hole exactly in the centre of the



o
Q
*
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bore of the cylinder, into which the wire is

fastened. The cylinders can be raised or lowered
on the jacks and adjusted slightly in a longitudinal
and inclined direction until they are in their exact

position according to the drawings. Two
measurements are necessary to verify this. The
circumference of the bore of each cylinder must
be equidistant all round from the central wire

throughout the full length of the bore. This

measurement is tested with callipers. Finally
the longitudinal distance of the face of the

cylinders from the centre of the driving axle as

shown on the straight-edge 6, is measured on both

sides of the engine with a rod of the exact length

required. This fixes the longitudinal position of

the cylinders.
Two longitudinal wires e are also stretched

outside each of the frames. These are set with

a long square applied to the straight-edge 6, to

which they must be at right angles, and they
must also be parallel to the wires c representing
the cylinder centre lines. The straightness and the

parallelism of the frames are tested from these lines.

Finally the exact position of the motion plate

/ is located from the cylinder centre lines cc,

since the slide bars are fixed to this plate, and
it is necessary for the bore of the cylinder, the

piston rod, and the slide bars to have the same
centre line.

Permanent Fixing of Frame Attachments. So

far the parts have only been bolted up temporarily.
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Before any permanent fixing is done the foreman

of the shop has to go over and test the whole of

the work, taking measurements longitudinally,

transversely, and diagonally to see that frames,

cylinders and cross stays are perfectly square
and that all dimensions are correct in accordance

with the drawings.
If everything be found in order, all the holes

are broached or reamered out to finished sizes,

so that where the cylinders or stays are to be

united to the frames all the holes in both parts
coincide exactly. All bolts and cold rivets

connecting these parts to the frames are turned

and made a tight driving fit in the holes. The

cylinders are bolted to the frames since they

may have to be removed for repairs at some
future period, and the same applies to the horn-

blocks, but the motion plate is cold-riveted.

The plate g is usually hot-riveted. Various

brackets may now be fastened in position, amongst
which are angle brackets placed outside the

frames at right angles to them. Long angle
irons are riveted to the top of the frames. These

angle irons and brackets carry the plates which

form the platforms along each side of the engine.

Occasionally these platforms are placed above

the level of the tops of the wheels, but it is more
usual for them to be below this level, in which

case there are rectangular holes made in them

through which pass the upper portions of the

wheels. These holes are covered with segmental

casings, known as
"
splashers," which cover in
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the protruding portions of the wheels. The

platforms, angle irons, and brackets are riveted

on by means of portable hydraulic riveting
machines similar to those used in the boiler

shop.

Erecting the Motion. The cylinders and motion

plate being in position the slide bars may now be

fixed. For this purpose the wires cc (Fig. 42),

representing the cylinder centre lines, are used,

and from these the erector can set the bars

parallel to the centre lines and equidistant from

them above and below. The bars are bolted to

faced projections on the back cylinder covers at

one end and on the motion plate at the other.

Thin brass liners are placed between the bars

and these projections, their thickness being

adjusted to suit the proper distance apart of the

bars. The pistons, with their rings sprung into

place and with the piston rods attached, are put
in from the front end of the cylinders, and the

crossheads are then attached to the piston rods.

The crossheads with their slide blocks act as

guides in setting the slide bars, between which

the slide blocks must work up and down quite

freely, but without shake.

The slide valves are placed inside their buckles.

These are rectangular frames forged solid with

the spindles wliich pass through the glands in the

ends of the steam chest covers. The buckles or

frames simply embrace the valves, so that when
the spindles are moved by the valve gear, the
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valves move with them. The valves and buckles

are placed in position inside the steam chests,

the back ends of the spindles being cottered to

the valve rods, which work in circular guides

forming part of the motion plate. The accuracy
of the work must be such that the centre lines

of spindles and guides must either coincide exactly
or if, as is frequently the case, there is an offset

the centre lines must be perfectly parallel to each

other. The spindles must move freely without

shake or binding in the guides.

Whilst the above work is being done to the

motion, other erectors may be fitting the axleboxes

into the hornblocks by filing the side faces until

they bear evenly on the horncheeks. The boxes

should be a fairly tight fit between the hornblock

faces, but not so tight that they cannot move

up and down to allow for the vertical movements
of the springs. Everything must be perfectly
"
square," and the axleboxes on one side exactly

in line with those on the other, otherwise the axles

would be on the
"
skew," and the locomotive

would run badly. The hornblock faces on

opposite sides of the engine have previously been

finished exactly in line and tested across the

engine by straightedges, and the machining and

boring of the axleboxes is done so accurately

by modern methods that the centre of each axlebox

is equidistant from each of the hornblock faces.

If the work has not already been done in the

wheel shop, the axleboxes, after having been

removed from the hornblocks, are fitted to the

7 (5350A)
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journals on the axles, to bed down the bearings
as described in Chapter VI.

It should be understood that many of the

above operations are carried on simultaneously

by different gangs of men. For the purposes of

quick erection, as many men as possible work

together on the same engine under a leading
hand or

"
chargeman," as he is termed. The

chargeman is responsible for the whole work
on a single engine, and frequently may have two
or three engines in hand at once. He is in turn

responsible to the shop foreman, who superintends
the whole of the work done in the shop, in which
a dozen to twenty engines may be in course of

erection.

Boiler, Smokebox, etc. The engine is now

ready for the boiler to be placed on the frames.

The boiler comes in a finished condition from the

boiler shop, with all mountings attached, and is

lowered on to the frames by an overhead crane.

It is at this stage that the accuracy of the boiler

shop work is tested finally, for when the firebox

has been lowered down into position between

the frames, the expansion angle irons K Fig. 2,*

must be square so that they rest evenly on the

top edges of the frames, whilst at the same time

the bottom flange of the smokebox tubeplate or the

front end of the boiler barrel, must fit accurately
* The function of expansion angle irons is explained

in the primer on The Steam Railway Locomotive. Par-
ticulars of other details mentioned in this chapter may
also be found there.
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up to the cylinder flange to which it has to be

bolted. The accuracy of the work is generally
such that no alteration is needed, but it does

occasionally happen that in these respects a

boiler is slightly out of truth, and a lot of extra

chipping and fitting of the expansion angle iron,

and heating and setting of the tubeplate flange
are then required.
The smokebox is then built up in position.

It is made of thin steel sheets riveted together
and to the smokebox tubeplate flanges. The
front portion is formed of a large angle iron

ring, and a plate, in which the smokebox door-

hole is formed, is riveted to this ring. The front

plate and the sides at the bottom are bolted to

flanges on the cylinders. The smokebox must be

quite air-tight, for if it draws air through any
crevices or through a badly-fitting door, the boiler

will not make steam properly, and any incandes-

cent cinders drawn through the tubes will continue

to burn in the smokebox and damage the thin

plates. The tops of the (inside) cylinders form
the floor of the smokebox, and a covering of fire

brickwork and cement is placed over them to

protect them from corrosion. The blast pipe
and steam pipes in the smokebox are then put
into position and jointed up to the cylinders.
The steam pipe has also to be jointed with a

steam tight joint to the T-pipe in the smokebox.
The blast pipe is set accurately with a plumb line,

since the centre of the top must coincide with the

vertical centre line of the chimney, otherwise a
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one-sided blast would result, which would soon

wear a hole in the chimney ; also, the boiler

would not
"
steam

"
properly. The fitting of

the smokebox door of which the hinges must
be exactly level and strong enough to prevent
the door from sagging together with the fixing

of the blower and blower pipe, complete the work
in the smokebox.

Meanwhile other men are engaged in fixing the

boiler clothing, cab, and splashers. For the

clothing, which is essential to reduce the radiation

losses from the boiler, the materials in use were

formerly boards of yellow pine wood painted
with fire resisting asbestos paint. Now felt sheets,

asbestos mattresses, or special blocks of magnesia
cut to fit the contour of the boiler are generally
used. They are secured to a light framework of

angle irons and strips fastened round the boiler,

and finally covered with thin steel or planished
iron sheets screwed on to this framework. The

splashers and cab sides are bolted to the platforms,
the front plate of the cab resting upon the top
of the firebox shell.

Wheels and Springs. The engine is now wheeled.

The finished wheels on their axles have already
come in from the wheel shop, and are run on to

the rails of the pit over which the engine is being
built. They remain at the end of the pit until

required, the axleboxes having meanwhile been

bedded to the journals as previously described.

The engine is lifted by the overhead crane, and
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the wheels rolled underneath, each pair beir^g

placed in position under the corresponding horn-

blocks. The axleboxes are placed on the journals
and the engine lowered very slowly and carefully,
a man being stationed by each wheel to guide the

axleboxes into the spaces between the horns.

The springs, if of the type placed above the

axleboxes, have already been put into position
with the side links and pins in place, so that as the

engine comes down the central spring pillars bear

upon the axleboxes and the weight of the engine
is gradually taken by the springs. The horn-

keeps are then bolted into position. If the

springs are
"
underhung," they have to be put into

place, after the engine has been lowered on to the

wheels, by packing the axleboxes up at a con-

venient level and then slipping the pins for the

links and spring buckles into their respective
holes.

Motion Work. To put the connecting rods into

place the small end straps and brasses are coupled
to the crossheads on each side, and each* big end
with its brasses is put on to the crank pin journal
of the driving axle. As these rods are very heavy,
the large end of the rod is made to rest upon a

timber baulk placed across the pit, and is then

lifted by three men until the butt v end slips into

the open jaw of the strap, where it is secured by the

bolts and cotter.

The eccentric rods and eccentric straps are then

coupled up. The eccentric sheaves have already
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been keyed on at the proper angle to the crank

axle in the wheel shop, and nothing remains

to be done but to place the straps and rods in

position, and couple the latter to the links of

the link motion, which are put up at the same
time and connected to the valve spindles. The
brackets on the frames which carry the reversing
shaft are bolted into place temporarily, but are

not fixed permanently until the valves have been

set, this being the next operation, a description of

which is given in the following chapter. For
the moment it will be supposed that the valves

have been set. The coupling rods are then put
on to the pins in the wheels. These rods are

formed at the ends with simple circular brass or

white metal bushes which are pressed into the

holes in the rods by hydraulic pressure. Formerly
double brasses secured by cotters, somewhat
similar to those used for connecting rods, were

used for the coupling rods, but they are now
almost obsolete in this country, though still used

to a large extent on continental and American

engines. To prevent the coupling rods from

being thrown off the wheels, washers are placed on

the ends of the coupling rod pins, and secured by
nuts and taper split-pins.

Only miscellaneous work now requires to be

done to complete the engine. The firebars are

placed on their bearers in the firebox, and the

ashpan is bolted up underneath the firebox.

The brake gear has also to be rigged up with all

its attendant levers, and the cylinder cocks and
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levers, sandgear, sandpipes, various steam and
water pipes and connections to the tender are

then put up. Finally the buffer plate with

buffers, and the drawgear complete the engine
which is then ready for trial.

Time Required for Erecting an Engine. The
time taken to erect an engine of ordinary size,

say with six wheels all coupled, may be taken

to be about 45 hrs. from the time the frame

plates are placed in position. Large modern

engines with ten or twelve wheels will take a

correspondingly longer time. The period men-
tioned would apply to a well organized works in

which a large number of standard engines were

being erected together, three of which would be

under the care of one chargeman. In smaller

works about four weeks may be taken for the

erection. A few instances of very rapid erection

have been recorded in which special preparations
were made for the work. In 1888 the London
and North-Western erected a standard mineral

engine in 25^ hrs., but this record was beaten in

1891 at the Great Eastern Works at Stratford,

when a somewhat similar engine was put together

ready for trial in the phenomenal time of 9 hrs.

47 min. by forty-four men and boys.* The
tender was completed by another gang within the

same time. These, however, are quite exceptional
cases.

* A full description of this feat was given in

Engineering, 18th December, 1891.
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It should be understood that in a well-

organized works three or four orders, each for a

dozen to twenty engines, are in hand at the same
time. Thus the first order will be in course of

completion in the erecting shop, whilst the boiler,

fitting, and machine shops are dealing with the

parts for No. 2 order. The forge and foundry
and part of the boiler shop have in hand at the

same time the forgings, castings, and boiler

plates for the third order, and work may also

have been begun in the pattern and template

shops on order No. 4.

The Tender. Although the tender is con-

structed and erected in a separate tender shop,
it may conveniently be considered here. The
frame plates are of the same quality of steel as

those of the engine, their thickness, about | in.,

being slightly less than that of the engine frames.

There are usually four frame plates, which are

marked off to templates, drilled, and erected with

the necessary cross stays in a' similar manner
to those of the locomotive.

The wheels, axles, axleboxes, hornblocks and

springs are also made in a similar manner, the

chief difference being that the wheels, being

smaller, do not require wheel lathes with such

large faceplates. The wheels are simply pressed
on to the axles by hydraulic pressure, and are not

secured by keys, as are the coupled wheels of the

locomotive.

The tank is a separate structure which is placed
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upon and fastened to the framing. Tne plates,

about J in. thick for the sides and f in. for the

bottom, are of mild steel of good quality, but

not of the specially high grade which is required
for boiler plates. The rivet holes are marked

off, drilled or punched, and the plates riveted

together with angle irons and supporting stays
with \ in. rivets spaced at about If in. centres.

The tank is bolted to an angle iron, which

runs round the top edge of the frame, so that it

can be lifted off readily for examination when

required.
In erecting the brake gear, both on the engine

and on the tender, care must be taken that the

brake blocks do not rub against the tyres when the

brakes are
"

off," otherwise considerable heating
and undue wear will occur. The blocks are

arranged to be just clear of the wheels at the top
side, and about \ in. clear at the bottom. The
reason for this is that the brake pull rods are

below the blocks, whilst the fulcra to which the

brake block hangers are attached are above,

and therefore the bottom sides of the blocks

move through a greater distance when the brakes

are applied.



CHAPTER IX

SETTING THE VALVES

Object of Valve-Setting. The movement of the

slide valve with the definitions of
"
lap,"

"
lead/'

and "
travel

"
of the valve, together with an

explanation of the positions of the piston at

which the steam is cut off, the exhaust opens,
and compression of the steam begins, are explained
in The Steam Railway Locomotive and in Steam

Engine Valves and Valve Gears.* The distribution

of the steam, and the location of the essential

points of cut-off, release, etc., are settled in the

drawing office when the engine is designed, but

in the erection of the valve gear small inequalities
and differences occur. The object of valve

setting is to rectify these differences, more

especially with a view to producing as nearly as

possible an equal distribution of the steam at

the front and the back ends of the cylinders.

The rectifications are made by slight alterations

to the lengths of the valve spindles or eccentric

rods.

It should, however, be pointed out that it is

impossible to obtain exactly equal distribution

of steam at the two ends of the cylinder, owing
to the effect of the angular obliquity of the con-

necting rod. If the connecting rod moved
* Both in the same series as this volume.

96
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bodily in a direction parallel to the stroke of the

piston the point of cut-off of the steam would be

the same at both ends of the cylinder, but owing
to the sloping position which the rod necessarily

occupies, the point of cut-off is later on the
"
out-

stroke," when the piston is moving towards the

crank axle, than on the
"
instroke," when it is

moving away from the axle. For example,
the

"
valve card

"
of a certain locomotive shows

that when in
"

full gear
"

the piston moved

18f ins. on the out stroke (the total stroke being
24 ins.) before steam was cut-off, but on the return

or inward stroke the cut-off occurred when the

piston had travelled only 16J ins.

Systems of Valve-Setting. It is possible to set

the valves on three different systems, each being

dependent upon one of the three variables which

affect the steam distribution. These are

1. Equalizing the lead at the front and back.

2. Equalizing the port opening at front and back.

3. Equalizing the point of cut-off at the front

and back.

The third of these, which involves unequal laps,

is rarely adopted in locomotives and need not

be further considered. Of the two others the

system of equalizing the leads is more usual,

as this gives a more nearly equal compression of

the steam at the two ends of the stroke.

Bumping Marks and Clearance. If the piston
were allowed to travel far enough at each end of
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the cylinder, it would "
bump

"
the cylinder

covers. The engine is so designed that this

does not take place, and a space of about J to f in.,

known as the
"
clearance," is allowed between the

piston and the cylinder cover at each end of the

stroke. Since the movement of the piston and
of the crosshead connected to the piston rod are

exactly the same, all measurements of piston
stroke may be taken from the crosshead relatively
to the slide bars. The "

bumping marks "
are

scribed on the slide bars at each end before the

connecting rod is put up, by pushing the piston

by hand to each end as far as it will go until

it strikes the cylinder covers, and marking the

positions of one end of the crosshead slide block

on the bars. When the connecting rods and
motion have been put up, and the wheels revolved

as described below, the terminal positions of the

slide blocks should be distant from the bumping
marks at each end by the amount of the clearance.

To set the valves it is found more convenient

to turn the wheels by means of the following

simple apparatus than to move the engine back-

wards and forwards on a length of line outside

the shop. Two brackets are fixed beside the

rails, one on each side of the pit over which the

engine is built. These brackets have bearings
in which rollers are fitted, and the engine is lifted

slightly so that the circumferences of the driving
wheels rest upon the rollers. The rollers are

revolved by means of a shaft which lies across

the pit, the shaft being provided with a ratchet
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or four long lever arms, the latter being pulled
round by a man stationed in the pit during the

valve setting process. The rollers cause the

driving wheels to revolve, only a sma 1 portion
of a revolution being necessary at one movement

during valve-setting. The wheels must be

turned in the proper directions when setting the

valves for forward or back gear.

Setting the Valves. Before the eccentric rods

are coupled up to the expansion links, the points
at which the valve closes the ports to steam are

marked upon the valve spindles. A very thin

piece of tin A
1 (Fig. 43-1) is held in the front port,

and the valve with valve rod is moved carefully

against it. The valve spindle S is then marked
at a outside the steam chest by means of the

trammel T, the straight pointed end of which is

placed in a centre
"
pop

" made in the back of

the steam chest cover, whilst the right-angled
end scribes the mark ax on the valve spindle. A
small

"
pop

"
is made with a sharp punch to show

the position of this mark. Similarly the point
a2 at which the valve closes the port at A 2 at the

other end (Fig. 43-11), is marked, by transferring
the tin to the latter port and pushing the valve

in the opposite direction against it. The two
"
pops

" a
x and a 2 on the spindle show the positions

of the latter when the steam is cut off, since these

are the points at which the valve closes the ports.
The eccentric rods are then coupled up, and

the
" dead centres," i.e., the exact points at
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which the piston reaches the two ends of its

stroke, have to be found. It may be noted here

that there are four dead centres, two for each

side of the engine. As the valve-setting for

one side is the same as for the other, it will be

sufficient to describe one side only.
The driving wheel (Fig. 44) is turned in the

direction of the arrow for forward motion until

the slide block D is nearly, but not quite, at the

front end of its stroke as shown in the illustration.

The crank will then occupy the position shown
at (71 . At the extreme end of the stroke the edge
of the slide-block would reach the dotted line A.
A centre punch mark P is made on the side of the

slide block, and another similar mark S on the

side of the slide bar. A pair of compasses is then

set to the distance PS. A centre punch mark
is made on the engine frame at Q near the driving

wheel, and a mark m.
2

is made by a pair of com-

passes or a trammel on the tyre. The wheel is

then slowly revolved so that the slide block D
reaches the end of its stroke A, and then begins to

move in the opposite direction towards the crank.

A man in the pit keeps the compasses set to PS
with one point in S and as soon as the other

point enters the pop mark P the rotation is

stopped. With the trammel having one point in

Q, a second mark m 2 is made on the tyre, the

first mark having moved on to the position ml9

as the crank has moved round from Cl to C 2 .

The distance m^ m 2 on the tyre is divided equally,
and a

"
pop

"
is made in the mark M, the centre



A
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line between m and ra 2 . The wheel is then moved
back to the position C

1
of the crank, and again

moved forward until the trammel with one leg

in Q exactly reaches the pop M with its other

pointed end. The point M will now occupy
the position which m

2
has in the illustration,

and the position of the crank will now be at F 9

the edge of the slide block being at the end of

the stroke A. This is the front dead centre.

The back dead centre B is found similarly by
turning the wheel through half a revolution,

and two further dead centres are also marked
for the crank on the opposite side of the engine.

It may be added that the above somewhat
elaborate method is necessary, because it is

practically impossible to find the dead centre

sufficiently accurately by merely watching the

crosshead and marking the point when the latter

begins to reverse its direction of motion. The
motion of the crosshead near dead centre is

very slow, and the crank will move through
a small angle without apparently moving the

crosshead.

The engine having been set on front dead centre

with the crank at F (Fig. 44), by setting the wheel

trammel in the pops Q and M
,
the front port

should be open a slight amount A l Bl (Fig. 43-111).

This amount is the lead at the front end, and is

marked with the valve trammel on the valve

spindle at bv The distance ax b is therefore equal
to A! Bv These marks on the spindle are also

shown in Fig. 43 IV, and a similar mark 6 2
is also

8 (5350A)
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made for the lead at the opposite end, when the

crank is on back dead centre in the position B
(Fig. 44). The lead at the back end will therefore

be equal to the distance between the marks a 2 b 2

on the spindle (Fig. 43-1V). In some works the

leads are measured, not by marking the valve

spindle, but by pressing thin wedges into the

space A 1 B between the edge of the valve and
that of the port, so that these edges leave marks
on the wedges which can be measured.

If the front lead a b is equal to that a2 b 2

at the back the valves are properly set
"
to equal

leads," and no further adjustment is necessary.

If, however, the lead ax b
l
in fore gear at the front

is say yV m > whilst a 2
b 2 at the back is say y\ in.,

the valve requires adjusting. To do this the

fore gear eccentric rod is taken down and
"
jumped

"
or shortened in the smiths' shop by

TV in. This increases the opening A : B1 or the

distance a
l
bl at the front end from yV to ^in.,

and decreases a 2
b
2 from yV m - to ^ in. so that

the leads are made equal. Similarly if the lead

at the back end be smaller than that at. the front,

the eccentric rod has to be lengthened slightly.

Some engines are arranged with valve spindles

having a screw and nut, which can be adjusted to

lengthen or shorten each spindle instead of altering

the length of the eccentric rod.

The maximum port openings, when the valve is

at the ends of its stroke, are also noted and marked
on the valve spindle. The valve spindle is

blackened by soot from a lamp, so that the marks
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made by the trammel may be seen easily. As
the ends of the valve travel are approached,
when the wheels are rotated, the trammel T is

placed as shown in the pop in the steam chest

cover (Fig. 43-1) and the vertical point is passed
and repassed across the valve spindle as the

latter moves until the latter reverses its direction

of movement. The limiting position gives the

line Cj (Fig. 43-IV) marked on the spindle, and the

distance a
x
c is the maximum port opening at the

front end. Similarly a
2 c 2 is the port opening

at the back end. When valves are set to equal

port openings instead of equal leads, the adjust-
ments are such that ax cx is made equal to a

2 c 2
.

In this case there is a slight difference in the leads

at the front and back ends.

It may be noted that as the reversing lever is
"
notched up

" when running, in order to expand
the steam in the cylinders, the lead increases

with a Stephenson link motion having
"
open

"

eccentric rods.* For instance an engine, which
has the valves set to equal leads of J in. when in

full fore gear, may have a lead of J in. when fully

notched up, and moreover the link motion may
be so suspended that the leads at both ends are

not equal when the reversing lever is in this latter

position. It is therefore usual for the valves

to be set to equal leads, when the reversing gear
is placed in the notch or position in which the

* For further particulars of Stephenson's link motion
with open and crossed rods, and the effect of the latter

on the lead, see Steam Engine Valves and Valve Gears
in this series of primers.
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engine runs most of the time, instead of setting
them with the lever in full fore-gear.
The valves are also tried for

"
back-gear," in

which the engine runs tender first. In the case,

however, of tender engines the running done
tender first is comparatively small in amount
and the setting of the valves in back-gear is

sometimes left, unless the inequalities between the

front and back of the cylinders is very pronounced,
in which case some adjustment is made to the

back eccentric rod which may involve a slight
alteration of the steam distribution in fore-gear.

Finally, when the valves have been set, the

positions of the crosshead, which are equivalent
to those of the piston, are measured on the slide

bars corresponding to the four points : (1) steam

cut-off
; (2) exhaust opens ; (3) exhaust closes

;

and (4) compression begins. Owing to the

obliquity of the connecting rod these positions
are different for the outward and inward strokes

of the piston. A record of these measurements
is kept for every engine.



CHAPTER X

INSPECTION AND TESTING

THE testing work in connection with locomotives

may be divided into two main categories

(a) The testing of the materials of which the

engine is constructed.

(6) Testing and trials of finished locomotives.

Testing and Inspection of Materials. This is done
at the works of the various manufacturers of the

plates, bars, axles, tyres, etc., who provide
facilities in the shape of testing machinery, in

which specimens cut from the material are broken
and their physical behaviour noted. The railway
companies, if the materials are for use in this

country, or the consulting engineers, if the engines
are being built for abroad, have their repre-
sentatives or inspectors at the works of the

manufacturers, to pass the materials for accept-
ance if the tests prove satisfactory, or reject
them if they do not come up to the specified

requirements.

Tensile Tests, The most important physical
test is known as the tensile test. A piece of the

plate is machined to definite rectangular or

circular form and dimensions, and placed in the

jaws of the testing machine. The specimen is

107
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then pulled by the direct action of a hydraulic

cylinder, the pull being counterbalanced and
measured by a long steelyard on which there

is a movable weight. After a certain time the

piece begins to stretch, and the first sign of this is

measured on the piece by a pair of compasses
which have been set to a definite and specified

length varying from 2 to 10 ins. according to the

test specimen. This length is marked on the

specimen before the test is begun. The point
at which the first signs of permanent stretch are

observed is termed the yield point, and the stretch-

ing denotes that the limit of perfect elasticity

of the material has been passed. The position
of the weight on the steelyard at this moment is

recorded, after which the pulling is continued

until the specimen breaks, the position of the

weight being then noted again. The steelyard is

marked directly in tons, so that the position of

the weight shows without further calculation the

total number of tons pull on the specimen. The
number of tons divided by the known original

area of the section of the specimen in square

inches, gives the yield point or the ultimate

breaking strength of the material in tons per

square inch.

Just before the specimen breaks it pulls out

somewhat after the manner of a piece of toffee.

The extension of length over that of the speci-

men, as it was originally, and also the contraction

of area where it has broken, are also recorded, and

give a measure of the ductility of the material.
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Table I shows the ultimate tensile strength and
minimum permissible elongation for the most

important materials used in locomotive con-

struction.

TABLE I STRENGTHS OF MATERIALS FOR
LOCOMOTIVE CONSTRUCTION

Spring steel is not usually tested for tensile

strength, but the springs are subjected to rapid
deflection tests.

Bending Tests. Other tests specified include
"
cold bend " and "

temper bend "
tests. In

the former, specimens cut from plates are doubled

over cold, until the internal radius is not greater
than the thickness of the plate, and the test piece
must withstand this without fracture. The
<c

temper bend "
test is similar, but the piece is

heated beforehand to a red heat and quenched
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in water at a temperature not exceeding 80F.
Rivets are tested by being bent cold until they are

completely doubled up without fracture, and the

heads must be hammered flat without cracking.
The specified tensile and bending tests differ

according to the material concerned. In the

case of plates there is always sufficient excess

material at the sides from which a test specimen
can be cut, so that each plate can be tested if

required. In the case of straight axles and

tyres which are tested to destruction the inspector
selects any two per cent, of the number ordered,

and the quality of the whole lot is decided by the

behaviour of those so selected.

Impact Tests. In addition to tensile and bend

tests, axles and tyres are also subjected to the
"
falling weight test." The test axle is placed

upon bearings which are placed at a distance

apart varying from 3 ft. for an axle 4 ins.

diameter at the centre, to 5 ft. for axles 6 ins.

or more in diameter, and a weight of 1 ton is

dropped on to the centre of the axle from a height

varying from 16 ft. for the 4 ins. axle to 35 ft.

for the 6 ins. and larger axles. The axle must
withstand five such blows without breaking.
Under the first blow it bends, and is then turned

over to receive the next blow, this being repeated
each time. If it stands this test the axle is finally

broken.

Tyres are tested in a similar manner by being

placed on edge, a 1-ton weight being then dropped
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on to them from heights of 10, 15, and 20 ft.

until the tyre deflects under the blows a specified

amount without breaking.

Chemical Tests, Each railway company has,

in addition to a mechanical testing shop, a well

equipped laboratory in which samples of the

above materials are analyzed. Chemical tests are

not often specified for the materials, beyond
limiting the amounts of sulphur and phosphorus
in steel, both of which are deleterious. Thus
boiler plates must not show more than 0*05 per
cent, of either of these elements, but in the case of

springs, tyres, and axles, these limits are reduced

to 0*035 per cent. Copper firebox plates are

specified to contain from 0'25 to 0*55 per cent,

of arsenic, which has the valuable property of

reducing wear in service.

Trial Trips of Completed Locomotives. Con-

trary to what might be supposed, new locomotives

do not, except under special circumstances,

undergo any elaborate tests, such as are usual

with large marine or mill engines. An engine
built at a railway company's works is imme-

diately sent out on a trial run of some 20 to

25 miles without a train. During the trial the

working of the motion, springs, brakes, injectors
and sandgear is noted carefully. The big end

and axlebox bearings must run perfectly cool,

and there must be no leakages at any of the

joints, to which the fittings and mountings on the
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boiler are attached. Everything that is not

satisfactory is noted for rectification when the

engine returns. A second trial may occasionally
be necessary, especially in the case of an engine
of a new class, and finally, when everything is

satisfactory, the engine is sent to the paint shop
to be painted.
An express engine is not at once set to work

on fast trains, but for about three weeks it is

employed on local stopping passenger trains at

the shed where the works are situated. This

gives the engine an opportunity of
"
finding its

bearings," and any defects which may show
themselves are rectified. Afterwards the engine
is tried for a week or two on fast trains, and is

then ready for regular service and is sent away
to its allotted station. An engine which has

come out of the works after repairs undergoes

exactly the same routine.

Special Tests in Service. These are usually
"
road tests," that is, they are made in service on

the line when the engine is working its usual

trains. Generally such tests consist of a long

daily series, extending over a period of several

weeks, and they are generally undertaken, when
it is desired to estimate the coal and oil con-

sumption of a new or altered class of engine in

order to compare the results with those given by
an engine of an existing class, which has hitherto

been working the same trains.

For this purpose records are kept of the weight
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of each train
;

of the miles run, and the time

gained or lost, from which the actual average

speeds can be calculated
;

and of the amounts
of coal burnt and oil used. The data obtained

are tabulated each day, and the results are

compared carefully. Minor alterations in the new

engine may be made as a result of these trials.

British engineers generally prefer this form of

extended road test, since it gives results under

commercial working conditions. The tests may
be elaborated by including a dynamometer car

in the train, attached , immediately behind the

tender, so as to secure a continuous record of

the pull of the engine on the tender draw bar.

At the same time indicator diagrams are taken

at intervals. The indicated horse power cal-

culated from the indicator diagrams, when com-

pared with the useful horse-power calculated from

the draw-bar pull registered by the dynamometer
car, gives a measure of the efficiency of the engine.

Tractive Force and Horsepower. It may be

explained that the power of a locomotive is not,

as in marine and stationary engines, estimated

on a horsepower basis, but by the tractive force.*

The horse-power unit involves the speed of the

train, which varies continually. The resistance

due to the load also varies continually with the

gradients and curves of the line, and with the wind.

The horse-power at any given moment can, of

* An explanation of the term "
tractive force," is

given in the primer The Steam Railway Locomotive.
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course, be calculated from the indicator diagrams,
but it varies so greatly throughout the journey that

this unit is not a convenient one for locomotives.

Coal Consumption. The coal consumption
varies greatly with the class of engine, weight of

train, gradients, weather, and speed. An express

engine may burn anything from about 23 to 50 Ibs.

of coal per mile. Experiments on the Midland

Railway, the main line of which has heavy

gradients, showed an average consumption during
certain tests of from O07 to O16 Ibs. per ton-mile

with different engines and trains.

Testing Plant. Another and modern form of

test may be mentioned briefly. This is made in

the works on a test plant, the conditions being
such as to approximate as nearly as possible
to a road test. The engine is placed over a

special pit in such a way that its coupled wheels

drive by friction another set of wheels and axles

fixed across the pit. The engine can be run under

its own steam at any speed desired, and the

draw-bar pull is measured by a special apparatus
at the back. - Coal, water and oil consumptions
at certain speeds over a definite length of time

are measured and recorded. This form of test

plant, which is extremely valuable for experi-
mental purposes is of American origin, but there

is only one in this country, at the Great Western
works at Swindon. An illustration of this is given
in Fig. 45.



CHAPTER XI

LOCOMOTIVE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS

THE locomotive, when in traffic, is under the

charge of one of the running sheds or districts,

into which the railway is divided for locomotive

running purposes. The usual practice is for

ordinary running defects and minor repairs to be

attended to in the small workshops attached to

the sheds. The facilities provided for this purpose

depend upon the size of the running shed, and in

some important sheds many
"
heavy repairs

"

are now executed. Generally speaking, running
shed repairs include re-turning the tyres, refitting

axleboxes and bearings, repairs to the motion

and brake gear, and the fitting of new springs.

The springs and other parts are, of course,

supplied from headquarters. Minor boiler repairs
such as the replacement of stays are also done

in the running sheds, but when the boiler requires

heavy repairs the engine is sent away to the

principal works.

Records are kept of the mileage and of every

repair done to the engine, however small. Further,

periodical examinations are made of most of the

important parts of the engine after it has run a

definite number of miles, or for a certain length
of time. Thus the firebox would be examined

about once a month, and the tyres and axles

of express engines after running about 4,500 miles,

116
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but bogies, springs and slide valves would be

allowed to run 20,000 miles between each

periodical examination. Before the engine is

sent into the principal shops for heavy repairs,

a special report is sent there some weeks in

advance, giving full particulars of the condition

of the principal portions, so that the new parts
are ready and no unnecessary delay occurs after

the engine has been sent in.

An engine may be in service from one to two

years between its visits to the principal shops.
The time depends upon the class of engine, the

service upon which it has been employed, the

mileage run, and the general condition in which

it is.

Boiler. The boiler requires more supervision
than any other part of the locomotive, and is

the most expensive in the matter of upkeep.
Sir John Aspinall, an eminent locomotive

engineer, once made a statement* which will be

endorsed by every locomotive man that
"
there

was only one thing which caused trouble, namely,
the boiler. The engine part was quite satisfactory,

and never gave any trouble, but the boiler was an

everlasting trouble."

To make a thorough examination of the boiler,

the tubes are withdrawn, and the incrustation

due to the water is removed from the plates by
means of suitable chipping tools, in the use of

*
Proceedings Institution of Mechanical Engineers,

July, 1909.
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which great care must be taken not to
"
nick

"

or damage the plates, or subsequent fractures are

liable to result.

The steel boiler and firebox casing plates are

liable to corrosion and "
pitting," cracks, and

"
grooving." The corrosion takes the form of

a uniform wasting of the plates, whereby they
become thinner, and eventually unable to with-

stand the pressure required. This form of cor-

rosion is usually found on a longitudinal belt from
1 ft. to 2 ft. wide near the water level. Pitting
is the more usual form of corrosion, in which the

plate is honeycombed with small cavities either

isolated, or running into one another to form

depressions of considerable size. This defect is

probably caused by combined chemical and

galvanic action due to dissolved acids in the

water. The scale deposited by the feed water,

if thin, helps to protect the plates, but the alternate

expansion and contraction of the plates, as they
are heated and cooled, helps to detach pieces of

the scale, leaving the plates exposed to the action

of any acid in the water. It may here be

remarked that most boiler and firebox troubles

are caused by the alternate expansion and con-

traction of the different parts, and that its wear

and tear are due to causes quite different from

those which operate in the cylinders and motion.
"
Grooving," usually found on the smokebox

tubeplate and at the foundation ring which

unites the copper firebox to the firebox shell, is

also due to the same cause. As the tubes expand
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they tend to push out the centre of the tubeplate,
whilst it is rigidly held at the edges, especially
where it is jointed to the flange of the cylinders.
The constant bending and unbending causes a

slight crack in the plate which ultimately develops

FIG. 46. OVAL TUBE HOLES (A) AND CRACKED
TUBE PLATE (B).

into a groove, the latter being enlarged by the

action of acid in the water.

A badly grooved or wasted plate is renewed,
but if the defects are not so serious, the plate is

repaired by riveting a patch over the defective

portion. Rivet heads are liable to corrosion, and
defective rivets are knocked out and replaced.

Firebox. The firebox is particularly subject
to defects. The copper plates, especially at the

firehole or at the flanges where the plates are

united, are wasted away by the action of the flame.

9 (5350A)
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Cracks and fractures as at B, Fig. 46, are fre-

quently found across the tubeplate between the

holes in which the tubes are secured
;
such cracks

also appear between the stay holes in all the

plates. As these cracks extend rapidly great
care is taken in looking for them. As the tube-

plate expands in a vertical direction when the

boiler warms up, the tube holes gradually assume
an oval shape and leakage then occurs round the

tubes. Overheating of the plates, due to occa-

sional shortness of water, causes burning of the

plates. Expansion and contraction cause fre-

quent breakages of the stays which unite the roof

and sides to the firebox casing, and bulging-in
of the plates may then result. The presence of

defective side stays is detected by tapping the

heads with a light hammer, when an experienced
man can tell them by the sound. Stay heads are

generally burnt away by the flame.

All these defects, of which some are sure to be

found, would become dangerous if left, and for

this reason the firebox is thoroughly examined

at frequent regular periods. The high pressures
used in modern locomotives, from 170 to 225 Ibs.

per sq. in., increase the tendency to firebox

troubles, and some engineers take advantage of

the benefit due to super-heating by reducing
the pressure to 160 Ibs. per sq. in.

To repair cracked plates, patches of various

sizes and shapes are used. It is essential in

patching to cut away the defective portion of the

plate first. This, leaves an oval or rectangular
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hole, and a piece of new copper plate is marked
off and cut out slightly larger than the hole, so

that it forms a lap all round. The patch is then

carefully bedded down and the stay holes and
rivet holes marked off in the new piece after

FIG. 47. PATCH ON FIREBOX PLATE.

which it is riveted or fastened by stud bolts

according to the position which it occupies, for

in some parts of the firebox riveting cannot be

done. It should be noted that such patches
are never put over the cracks in the old plate,

but the latter is always cut out, for the reason that

were the old plate left there would, after the

patch has been put on, be a double thickness of

plate, which would reduce the conductivity, so

that overheating and burning would result.

If a firebox plate be in bad condition, the lower

half may be cut away, and a new half-side, or

half tube plate may be riveted to the old upper half.
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When tube holes are oval as at A, Fig. 46,
and the plate between the holes is cracked as at

B, the holes are enlarged with a
"
rose-bit

"

tool, and specially turned and screwed

plugs are inserted tightly into the holes.

These plugs are then riveted over on
each side of the tube plate to cover the

cracks in the plate as far as possible.
The plugs, if not left solid, are then

drilled to receive new tubes, which are

somewhat smaller than the tubes which
were previously in these holes. Fig. 48

shows two of these bushed holes in

section.
FIG. 48.

Every five or six years an entirely

TUBE new firebox is required. This involves

HOLES stripping the whole of the interior of

the boiler, cutting through and knocking
out all the stays, and removing the

foundation ring. The boiler, when undergoing
this repair, is turned upside down and the new
firebox put in as in a new boiler (see Chapter II).

The whole boiler will require renewal after 12 to

16 years ;
this is a comparatively simple matter,

the old boiler being lifted away from the frames,

and the new one placed on them as described in

Chapter VIII.

Firebox Stays. Leaky and broken firebox

stays are a constant source of trouble. Leaky
copper stays, if not in too bad a condition, may
be attended to in the running shed, the heads
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being lightly riveted over and "
caulked

" with a

light tool which has a circular head. The principal

trouble, however, is with broken stays. This

defect is shown in Fig. 49. The

copper or inside firebox expands
in a vertical direction as the

steam is being raised, and rises

so that the stay is bent or

inclined as shown at A, since

the outer steel firebox shell to

which the stays connect it does

not rise so rapidly or to the

same extent. The constant

bending and re-straightening of

the stays causes them to crack ,

j. T> j .c n FlG - 49 - CRACKED
as at B and finally fracture as AND BROKEN STAYS,
at C. When putting in new write: HEADS

stays the holes are slightly

enlarged, tapped for new screw

threads, and fitted with correspondingly larger

stays.

Tubes. The chief defects of steel tubes are (1)

pitting of the outsides due to the same cause as

pitting of the boiler plates, and more particularly

(2) leakage at the firebox tube-plate. In former

years leakages were stopped temporarily by
driving a conical tool, known as a

"
drift," into

the open firebox-end of the tube. This forced

the metal of the tube against the walls of the

tube-holes, but was very injurious to the tube-

plate, and its use is now forbidden. Instead,
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a special
"
tube-expander

"
is used. This consists

of a casing which will enter the tube, and in it

are slots through which a number of small rollers

protrude slightly, the axes of the rollers being

nearly parallel to the axis of the tube. An
internal conical mandril can be pushed in by
the operator so that the cone gradually forces

the rollers outwards against the inside wall

of the tube, and as the tool revolves the

rollers roll the metal of the tube against that

of the tube-plate, thus making a tight joint.

In some cases a thin soft copper ring or ferrule

is placed between the outside of the tube and
the hole in the tube-plate, the ferrule being

practically squeezed between the tube and the

plate. The outer ends of the tubes project into the

firebox about f in. and are afterwards
"
beaded

"
or

worked over against the face of the tube-plate.

Safety Valves. These and other steam valves

wear slightly on the valves and seats, so that they
leak and have to be

"
ground in." A little fine

emery and oil is sprinkled on the valve and its

seat, and the valve is rotated backwards and
forwards until both are ground together to a

perfect seating, which can be seen from the dark

colour all round their bearing faces.

Frames. Frames occasionally give way by
breaking from the inside corners of the recesses

into which the driving hornblocks fit, as at A
in Fig. 17. The alternate thrust and pull due

to the steam action is felt most severely at these
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corners. To repair them the frames may be

either patched or welded. A patch is a piece of

plate about | in. thick cut out to embrace the

upper portion of the hornblock and cover the

fracture. Welding is now becoming more usual

either by the oxy-acetylene or the electric arc

process. In both processes, the crack is chipped
out, and a V groove formed, into which molten
metal is deposited by the flame or arc to produce
a solid

"
weld." Great care has to be taken,

especially with the oxy-acetylene process, that

the contraction of the frame when cooling after

the operation does not cause a new breakage.

Cylinders. The defects which arise in cylinders
are principally oval wear of the bore, wear of the

port faces, over which the valves work, and

cracked or broken cylinders. In the case of

cylinders with circular ports for piston valves,

such as those shown in Fig. 22, these ports are

provided with internal circular liners, through
which the necessary port holes are cut. As these

wear through the action of the rings of the piston

valves, they can be replaced by new liners, and the

cylinder casting itself remains uninjured and intact.

For refacing the port faces of slide valve engines,

and for reboring the cylinders themselves, the

latter are not taken out of the engine frames.

To do this would be too expensive an operation.
Portable facing and boring machines are used

which are fixed in front of the cylinders, the

buffer beam having been taken down. These
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machines were formerly worked by hand, but
now an electric motor actuates them through
suitable gearing. The bores are carefully calli-

pered, and just sufficient metal is removed to

make them truly circular. New piston heads
of greater diameter are required when the

cylinders have been re-bored.

For cracks and breakages the cylinders must be

removed from the frames, and if the cracks are

serious the cylinders are replaced by new ones.

Some cracks on the exterior are patched with

gun metal patches cast from a wooden pattern

specially made to fit the contour of the defective

part. If the tops of the cylinders are corroded

by the smokebox ashes, which always contain

sulphur, a patch of copper plate is made to fit

and bolted on. If the port faces are badly worn

they are faced-up and plates or false faces are

screwed on, which are machined to the original

dimensions. Cracked
"
bridges

"
between the

ports may be repaired by cutting away the metal

on each side of the crack and dovetailing a piece
into the space formed.

Acetylene welding has been used, chiefly in

America, for repairing cylinders, especially in

cases where flanges are broken.

Wheels and Axles. With the exception of the

boiler these require more attention than any
other part of the engine. The wheel

"
centres

"

themselves very rarely crack now that they are of

cast steel. The former wrought iron driving
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wheels used sometimes to crack between the

spokes at the boss, but these are not made now,
though a considerable number are still in service.

Broken or flawed tyres are replaced immediately,
no attempt being made to repair them by welding.
The chief defect in tyres is the ordinary wear
in service, through which the

"
tread

" on the

FIG. 50. TREAD OF TYRE SHOWING WEAR AND
SECTION AFTER RE-TURNING.

rail decreases in diameter. The flange there-

fore becomes deeper relatively to the tread as

shown by the dotted line B, Fig. 50, and when
it becomes too deep it is liable to catch in crossings
on the line and so become a source of danger.
The tyres are not removed from the wheels, but the

whole set is put into a wheel lathe and re-turned.

The re-turning has also to be done when flat places
occur on the tyres. Very powerful wheel lathes

are required, since a number of exceedingly hard

spots are always found on the treads of tyres
that have been some time in service. An un-

avoidable but considerable waste of metal occurs

when tyres are re-turned. In the first place
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much metal has to be turned off to produce the
new proper contour C of the tread and shape of

flange, and secondly, in the case of engines with

four or six wheels coupled, the wheels wear down
to unequal diameters, so that when the smallest

wheel of the set of say six wheels has been turned

down, all the other five wheels must be turned!

to exactly the same diameter, and more metal
has to be removed than would be necessary if

each wheel were independent. Coupled wheels

of even slightly unequal diameters cause a great
strain on the coupling rods, and also produce a
"
nosing

"
or side to side action of the engine

when running. In Fig. 50 A is the contour of the

tread of the tyre when new. This wears down
to line B, and the tyre is then re-turned to the

new contour C.

Tyres are usually about 3 ins. thick when new
but, owing to wear and re-turning, they eventually
attain a thickness which will not allow them to be

safely re-turned. Wheels up to about 5 ft. 6 ins.

may be re-turned so long as the tyres are in

sound condition and provided that the tyres will

not be less than IJin. thick after re-turning

but, for wheels larger than 5 ft. 6 ins., the limit of

thickness after re-turning is about If ins.

Axles, especially driving crank axles, are

subject to very heavy bending and twisting forces,

and are watched very carefully for flaws and
cracks. If a minute crack begins to show itself

the axle may be allowed to run until the crack

develops, when the axle is immediately
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condemned, the wheels forced off by hydraulic

pressure, and a new axle substituted. Other
than flaws, the chief running defect is oval wear
of the journals which work inside the axleboxes,.

and a similar oval wear of the crank pins of

driving axles. To restore the journals to a true

circular form the wheels are put into a wheel

lathe, and a very light cut is taken off the axle

journals. For truing up crank pins of crank

axles, a portable machine is clamped to the

crank webs. The axle remains stationary, and
the cutting tool revolves round the crank pin.

Axleboxes. These wear on the flanged sides

which are constantly moving up and down in the

hornblock guides under the action of the springs.
The thrust and pull of the rods on driving and

coupled axles accentuate this wear on the axle-

boxes of such axles. As the hornblock guides also

wear, the latter are faced up first. This may be
done in place on the engine either by filing them

up, using a surface plate to detect the high places,

or by means of a portable facing machine, or the

horn blocks may be removed and re-ground. The
axleboxes are then

"
lined up," i.e. the deficient

width across the faces of the hornblocks is made

up by riveting a brass liner on one side or by
white metalling this side to the proper thickness.

The side is then planed and the box fitted into

the hornblocks. The crown of the brass which

bears on the journals will be worn down and the

box will generally require a new brass ;
if not too
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badly worn, the old brass may be re-metalled

with white metal. The centres are marked off

when the boxes are in place on the engine, and
the boxes are then sent to the machine for re-

boring. The centres must be properly located

.so that the distance apart of the different axles

is exactly correct.

The Motion, etc. Connecting and coupling
rods are examined for flaws, and if any are found

in the bodies the rods are at once condemned.

Usually flaws in connecting rods occur in the
"
big-end

"
straps at the corners and bolt holes.

These straps being smaller independent pieces
are not so expensive to renew. The rods are also

tested for straightness with a straight-edge.
The straps will require filing up and perhaps

closing a little at the jaws, and the brasses,

frequently new, must be a perfect fit in the straps,

and be made perfectly square with the rods.

The brasses having been fitted and bolted up
the ends are placed on the rods and the length
between centres of the big and small ends on each

rod is trammelled to the dimensions shown on the

drawings. The centres are marked and the

ends sent to the machine to be bored out to the

size of the crank pin journal, to which they are

then fitted. Coupling rods are more easily

repaired by having new white metal circular

bushes pressed into the solid ends of the rods.

This work is done in a small hydraulic press.

Slide bars are re-ground on a grinding machine,
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and set up on the engine in a similar manner
to that for a new engine in the erecting shop.
Slide valves are re-faced, or if they are worn too

thin or are otherwise defective they are renewed.

Piston rods and valve spindles require re-turning
and re-grinding, as they wear unevenly in the

glands, and are often found to be badly scored

and grooved. Screw threads and cotter holes

in them are examined for flaws, which if found,

cause the rods to be condemned.
The various pins in the valve gear wear slack

in their holes, and the holes in the links through
which they pass are found to be enlarged. The
metal being case-hardened these holes cannot be

re-bored, but they may be made true by lapping
them out with a lead mandrel using emery and

oil. An alternative and more rapid method
now generally employed is to use a special grinding
machine with a very small wheel. If the enlarged
holes be used as they are, new pins are required,

but in many cases the holes are bushed with

hardened steel bushes. The wearing surfaces-

of the quadrant links are re-ground or lapped out.

Great care should be taken that all oil holes are in

their proper positions and thoroughly cleaned out.

The brake-gear is overhauled and adjusted
and new cast iron brake blocks are provided.
There are various other details too numerous for

description in this primer, and it remains only
to be mentioned that the putting together again,

of the engine is very similar to the erection of a

new engine as described in Chapter VIII.
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